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RUPERT STEEL i SALVAGE LTI), 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL METALS & BATTERIES 
MON. - S i f t ,  
OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
,Looation Seal Oove Phone 624-6639 
Guerrillas 
Churches band together 
• ;L  
retaliate 
TEL AVIV (APt -- 
Palestinian guerrillas taking 
revenge for an Israeli air 
strike arched a barrage of 
"rockets into the Israeli town 
of Kiryat Shmona from 
across the Lebanon border, 
Thursday and authorities 
said an army reservist was 
killed and seven other 
persons were wounded. 
Within a half-hour of the 
bombardment, Israeli artil- 
lerymen returned the fire, 
trying to zero in on guerrilla 
positions in southern 
Lebanon. Repoi'ters in 
Lebanon said a daylong, 
cros.~-border artillery "duel 
followed and did not ease up 
until just before darkness. 
The daybreak barrage was 
the first major rocket attack 
on northern Israel in nine 
months. It was the latest 
round in a cycle of strike and 
• counterstrike, the bloodiest 
blow being Wednesday's 
Israeli air raid on three 
-~ : ; Palestinian camps in 
Seen ~above are Lt. and musically condusivesetting Cheer fund and the empty southern Lebanon, which 
Mrs. Jack Strickland of the around one of the Christmas ' stocking gift program {with . guerrilla sources said killed 
• Salvation Army with' Luke, Cheer bubble~ many needy gifts): Please ' or'wounded as many as 27 
, G~uthie~and',P~vr-,~Davi~:~.~,~,,~he~nited Churchhas not  ~givegenerously. "T~ited we persons. ~" " 
Martyn, of the United' onlyaugmented the Army'~:. ~ Stand " Israeli officiais aid the air 
Church, providing a band but also the Christmas •- raid was a reprisal for 
B.C. GOV'T 
Anti.welfare program.p lanned .
problems in developing the Mrs. McCarthy was unable 
rate structure. The new" to provide any details but 
rates ~'ill not take ef fect  
until April 1. 
She said the proposed job: 
creation program will be un- 
veiled in February for im- 
plementation April I when 
the government begins its 
ne~ liscal year. 
family allowance payments. 
She said this special 
payment, affecting 51,000 
children on welfare, will cost 
the province $1.2 million. 
The minister said new in- 
creased welfare rates will 
not be'. disclosed until 
February because her 
ministry had run into a • few 
... . . . .  . ' ,  . ,  . . ,  . - .  . ,  
:28  CHILDREN 
.;:j.:DIEiNCRASH Venu s s urfac i;i  ii:: :: . . . . .  . . : . . . :  . .  ':.;$~,L~MANCA•'[~,P) ~ ,.'ment, aides in Madrid 
MOSCOW (API --  A transmi{ measureme'nts on  .~ A'b~.slo,~dedwith'Spanish ..said. 
Russian spacecraft landed the planet's atmosphere for .... s6hool..children .and a ' . Railway:.and hospital 
on Venus Thursday and  67 minutes, 47 seconds. 
radioed back nearly two In October 1975, two Soviet 
hours of information on the probes landed on Venus and . 
hinted the program would be 
partially subsidized b:~: the 
taxpayers and would invoh'e 
steppedup terror bombings 
in Israel. The U.S. state 
department deplored the 
escalation of violence by 
both sides, a criticism re- 
jected as "unjust" by Prime 
Minister Menaehem Begin. 
"What should we do?" 
Begin asked at a foreign 
journa l i s t s '  luncheon 
Thursday in' Jerusalem, 
"Should we acquiesce in the 
locomotive .making test sources said the bus:, The minister sald the tax- 
runs collided in a morning carrying about • 80 . payers of B.C. have 
fog Thursday, killing • 28 students, collided seconds demonstrated a desire to 
Children and injuring at after the children shouted 
least •36 others, railway warnings I.o. their driver help people in need, and 
offic.ials said.. ' . • . that a diesel engine was "when the)' lo0k at the un- 
.. The.locomotive ~lriver • ap.p.r.oa.ehing the.cl:gssing, der-3o group, t.hey are saying 
• add:'engi'l~d~r ~vere' hd[C,d One : of th6 surviving that: people •who are' abll~- 
:. among .the injured by a students told report.ers b~died should Ilave an op- 
i'Salamancahospital. . the  drive'r' '/'eplied:" 
i ' .Transport  Min ister  "'Don't worry, we have 
Sal~,ad0r Sanchez-Teran, time to go through.''  
.a inember, of parliament Railway .sources Said 
from Salamanca, that in addition to the fog, 
prepared to visit the visibility from the road 
scene of the accident in was obscured by a small 
western Spain to push the hill and a railway hut. 
full-scale investigation 
ordered by the govern- 
• portunity to work, and we're 
going to try to give them an 
• effort in this coming year." 
*'What i'd like to see our 
VICTORI A tur  J -- education and skills to single 
Human Resources Minister employable recipients under 
Grace McCarthy said 30 years of age . 
Thursday her ministry i s  Mrs .  McCarthy also 
preparing a new program disclosed [hat/he provincial 
designed to get 18,000 people governn~ent will pay $8 a 
off welfare, ' ch i ld ,  a month during 
The minister told a news January~ February and 
conference the program will March, 1979, to offset a 
be aimed at oroviding jobs, reduction in  the federal 
• • " " '  " . "  : ' : ' . '  "' i  . . . . .  : " '  " "~' 
• Russ ia  sprobe  :: 
sizzling atmosphere of the sent backthe first television 
earth's nearest neighbor be- pictures of the Venus land- 
fore going silent in the in- scape . .  ... 
tense heat, the Soviet news There were no • 
ageney.Tas.~:reported. :":phot0graphs reported fi,0m'" 
• The Venus :. 12..probe, ..the •Venus 12 mission; ~which 
laufi'6h~'¢l Se~t. I2, was" tl~e 'i .i c6¢~'rdd) the  'jo0rhey' 'o f  
ninth Soviet craft to land.on 238,400 000. kilometres in 9B. 
Venus rocky, cloud-.dayi-,~ ' : , • . '  : ' 
shrouded surface, and .  : On Tuesday, .two.':d,a~'s 
proved the most successful., bei'ore.i enter ing the .thick 
Soviet mission to date. atmosphere, a descent 
The Soviet success came vehicle separated from the 
12 days after five U.S. main Venus 12 station and 
scientific capsules plunged slowly dropped down to the 
into the Venusian at- planet. 
mosphere: During the descent, the 
One U.S. probe was .probe carried out a chemical 
designed to burn up in the analysis, examining the 
atmosphere, while four composition of the at- 
others were to burn up after mosphereand clouds, as well 
they struck the surface. But as solar radiation and dec- 
in an unexpected de- trical charges dispersed in 
velopment, one probe the atmosphere, 'lass said. 
managed to survive and Once it landed, the probe 
continued to transmit 
Paper 
takes 
holiday 
scientific measurements for 
110 minutes, the news 
agency reported. 
Venus 12 landed on 
schedule. Another Soviet 
probe, Venus It, which was 
launched five days before 
Venus 12, is due in the 
vicinity of the planet 
Christmas Day. The Soviet's 
first two attempts to reach 
the planet failed. 
U.S. and Soviet scientists 
said they plan to swap in- 
formation about their Venus 
flights. 
U.S. scientists say the 
findings of the probes earlier 
this month are leading them 
to reconsider their theories 
on how the solar system was 
formed 
Terrace-Kitimat Daily 
Herald will not be published 
and the offices will be closed 
on Monday, Dec. 25 and on 
Tuesday, Dec, 26. 
Publication will resume on 
Wednesday, Dee. 27. 
The management and staff 
wish all their customers and 
their readers a very Merry 
Christmas. 
the creationof new jobs with even in comfort 
the assistance of business 
and industry, atrocit ies?.. .  What we do is 
She said there would be "'a an absolute necessity." 
The Palestine Liberation 
greater cost if.we don't make 
moves in that area b6caiJse ' Organization in Beirut 
claimed responsibility for 
they ~the sing esl stay on the rocket attack and said it 
welfare all their lives." was a response to Wed- 
• "Those people tail rote a nesday's air raids• 
welfare role. cf you like, and The PLO claimed that the 
we have by experience an sites attacked by the Israeli 
historic welfare way of life jets were two refugee camps 
through more than two and a civilian village. But on 
• generations now." Thursday reporters visiting 
the area, around the 
southern Lebanese ports of 
Sidon' and Tyre, said the 
planes struck guerrilla tar. 
gets almost exclusively• 
While engaged in a new 
• cycler-an-eye battle with the 
• Palestinians, Israeli officials 
were preparing for weekend 
talks aimed at ending the 
deadlock in peace 
negotiations with Egypt. 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
fellow citizens do is to help Vance, Israeli Foreign 
those youngsters gel a step Minister Moshe Dayan and 
up the ladder so thai thew Egypt ian  Pr ime Minister 
dreams for their children Mustafa Khalil are to meet 
can he tulfilled just as much. in Brussels in the first face- 
as our dreams for our to-face talks between Egypt 
children can." and Israel in a month. 
VANCE TO 
TRY AGAIN 
~,rASHINGTON ~CP) -- 
U.S. State Secretary 
Cyrus Vance is off on yet 
another Middle East 
Ixeace rescue mission• In 
some respects itmay turn 
out to be his most difficult 
yet. 
Alter meeting in 
Geneva with Soviet 
Foreign Minister Andrei 
Gromyko for a new stint 
of arms limitations talks, 
Vance will travel to 
Brussels to meet 
Egyptian and Israeli 
officials. 
The Egyptian-Israeli 
push toward peace has 
||ot only come tea halt but 
appears to be losing, 
ground. 
Admmistration officials 
~,mphasize that-Vance is 
not taking any new U.S... 
compromise, proposals 
with him when he meets 
with Israeli Foreign 
Minister Moshe Dayan 
and Egyptian Prime 
Minister Mustapha Kha- 
Ill. 
Instead, he will try to 
find a way to revive the 
direct Egyptian-Israeli 
peace negotiations-- a
depressingly small goal 
when compared with the 
hopes felt just a few 
months ago that peace 
was within reach. 
The talks broke down a 
week ago when Vance 
returned to the U.S. after 
failing to get Israel to 
accept proposed Egyp- 
tian amendments to the 
draft peace treaty: 
As a result, the Dec. 17 
deadline for completion of 
negot iat ions passed 
without a treaty. It was 
exactly three months 
after the end of the 
historic Camp David 
summit meeting that pro- 
duced Middle East peace 
accords that were to 
serve as a basis for set- 
tlement. 
Officials stress that 
missing the deadline 
certainly does not mean 
an end to thepeace proc- 
ess. However, the date 
was important 
psychologically for all 
three countries and its 
passing has added new 
bitterness to an at- 
mosphere that already 
was beginning to sour. 
Israel compounded the 
bad feelings with a raid 
last Wednesday. 
I would hate to see an issue as important a.,, 
the future of the Kitimat.Valley become reduced 
to elecfioneering. The facts tend to go nowherc 
because most candidates are as misinformc, d
about what goes on behind the doors of local 
government as the public is. 
Comprehensive design planning is one thing 
but the public must get behind attempts by all 
people involved in the discussions because the 
more public Input there is the less chance there 
Is of people accusing the environmentalists of 
stealing the whole show (which is an argument 
that has become something of a cop.out among 
politicians today). 
By public input I'm referring to the people who 
live at Lakelse Lake, to the people who live in 
Thornhlll, to the.people who drive between 
Terrace and Kitimat every day to and Iron' 
work, to the people whose children go to school in 
the two communities, to the people who have a 
stake in the future of this area and want to un 
derstand exactly where we should be going. 
A major problem for everyone at the mon'ent 
is the changes that are coming into effect in lhe 
forest industry. New leqislation is still coming 
out and no one knows how this will affect ~he only 
industry communities like Terrace have. The 
decisions we make about the future of the valley 
may short-change the forest industry or it can 
complement he one industry that has given the 
people of this area one of their main economic 
reasons to live here. 
In my experience, when the public raises 
questions about imposed development plans 
from levels of government there are usually 
reactions from the so.called establishment that 
everyone is against growth. 
• Word leaks out that everyone in the given area 
Is opposed to growth and newsmen descend upon 
the community from large metropolitan dailies 
#¢ and networks to report rumours ofrumours• I1 
sometimes easier to make headlines than 1o tell 
the facts, if, by that poin t, there are any facts left 
to report. 
Perhaps this time, as the public does prepare 
for the debate that is sure to follow in the Nev, 
Year, some level of calmness can be kept 
throughout the whole discussion and w.e can 
begin to move in the right direction for a change. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
As thoughts turn towards peace on Spaceship 
Earth, I can't help wondering what the I'Jcv, 
Year will bring in the Terrace-Kitimat area ,%,~ 
public discussion begins on what to do about the 
Kiflmat-Lakelse Va]ley. Will the dialogue bc 
healthy or will it become overly emotional? 
Temperatures increase as tempers .flourish 
when there is a communications breakdov,.h 
between those Who have been elected to ad 
ministrafe the affairs of the communities and the. 
~y Ople who have to live with the decisions n:clde the civic leaders. 
If I read the meeting in the Terrace arena on 
Tuesday correctly the local aldermen and their 
regional district counterparts are going to haw 
to]earn something about the meaning of public 
dialogue during tile next few months. 
A community does not decide on its tuturc by 
either electing or reiecting its civic leaders at 
election time with no discussion about the shape 
of things to come in between those times, as the 
Kitimat council representatives appeared to 
believe on Tuesday. 
Around our town with Brian Gregg 
negotiated with the girl 
through the control tower• 
The hijacker would dot 
allow an agent to board the 
plane, but after a few hours 
five persons, including three 
elderly passengers and a 
mother with her in/ant, were 
released. 
The FBI said it was trying 
to establish a special 
telephone link between the 
girl on the jet and the con- 
vict, Garrett Brock Trapnell. 
Trapnell, 40, a former 
mental patient, has been on 
trial for more than a week at 
Benton, 35 kilometres to the 
north, on charges filed after 
the May 24 hijack-jailbreak 
attempt in which the girl's 
mother, Barbara Oswald, 
was killed. 
Mrs. Oswald, who was shot 
by the pilot of the helicopter 
she commandeered at 
gunpoint, had been trying to 
free Trannell and two others. 
MARION, 111. cAPI--A 17- 
year-old girl, whose mother 
was killed last May after she 
seized a helicopter and tried 
to free a convicted hijacker, 
commandeered a jetl iner 
Thursday in another effOrt to 
free the same man. 
The girl, reported to have 
three sticks of dynamite 
strapped to her body or in 
her bag when she took over a 
Trans World Airways DC-9 
with 83.passengers and four 
crew members on board, 
was identified as Robin 
Oswald 
TWA flight 541, en route 
from Louisville,, Ky., to 
Kansas City, Me., was 
divertedto Marion, site of a 
U.S. federal penitentiary, 
shortly after takeoff rom St, 
Louis, an intermediate stop. 
The plane was parked on a 
runway at Williamson 
County Airport for several 
hours as FBI agents 
in the family 
k i l l i ngo f  our people and Hijack runs leave in complete peace and 
those 
responsible for the 
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cnpplers 
Emphysema, Asthma, Tuberculosis, 
Cnr0nic Bronchitis, Air Pollution 
Use ~, 
Christmas 
Seals 
Gov't ignores rumors  
of  o!f * p,o!soning 
KAMLOOP , . . -- he pc" will be relatively shori, Mair 
The provincial government prompted ranchers to take said, adding that no decision 
will not investigate 
allegations that ranchers in 
the British Columbia In- 
terior are using strychnine to 
kill wolves, Environment 
Minister Rate Mair said 
Wednesday. 
Mair dismissed rumors 
that a recent moratorium on 
things into their own hands 
to protect heir'livestock. 
However, the minister said 
the government would come 
up with a policy statement on
wolf control within the next 
• couple of days. 
• The moratorium on 1080 
has been made on a program 
to offer some compensation 
to ranchers whose livestock 
is killed by wolves during the 
moratorium. 
He said that his ministry is 
looking at other ways to 
control wolves. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
TERRAOE DOG GROOMING 
Professional Dog Grooming 
Individual Styling--All Breeds 
"NO TRANQUILIZERS USED" 
REASONABLE PRIOES~ 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST--NOW TRY THE BEST 
JUNE KOZLOWSKI 4908 GAIR 
Appointments Only -- Thank You 638-1720 
-- 20 Years Experience --
PREMIER S 
MESSAGE 
VICTORIA (CP) . made literally dozens of 
Following is the text of stops, meeting people 
Premier Bill Bennett's everybit as committed to 
Christmas message: the future of this province 
It is a great pleasure, 
on behalf of the govern. 
ment of BritiSh Columbia, 
to extend to all British 
Columbians warm wishes 
for a joyou s Christmas 
Season ,  
As 1978 draws to a close 
and a new year is fast 
upon us, like many of you, 
I look back at all the ups 
and downs--the frustra- 
tions and triumphs-- 
which we have all gone 
through. 
As premier, I have had 
a number of exciting 
experiences this year. I 
have 'represented our 
province in national and 
international settings, 
and participated in the 
cut and thrust of 
legislative debate as the 
business ofgovernment is 
carried on. 
But perhaps my fondest 
memories are of meeting 
many, many of you while 
travelling in our beautiful 
province. 
Riding the. Esquimalt 
and Nanaimo Railway on 
Vancouver Island I met 
hundreds of fellow British 
Columbians. 
Heading up the interior 
on the B.C. Railway, we 
as I am myself. 
You know, we may talk 
about our sound economy, 
we may talk about our 
natural resources, and of 
them we can be proud. 
But for their 
development and their 
potential, we have one re. 
source to thank--our 
people, our finest 
resource. 
Christmas is a special 
qme-- a time for families 
and friends to gather 
together to share the joys 
and traditions of the sea. 
son. A time to reflect on 
the hopes for the future. 
Christmas i  a time for 
sharing kinship among 
the wider family of 
peoples and faiths who 
honor the spirit of peace 
and goodwill. 
Once again we are 
reminded that what joins 
us matters far more than 
what divides us. And that 
is a feeling which should 
last throughout the year. 
As Audrey and I and 
our four sons celebrate 
together, we extend to 
you and your families 
best wishes for a wry 
Merry Christmas and' a 
properous New Year. 
Canada Works employment 
projects next summer. 
The program is designed 
to provide summer jobs for 
students. 
Employment Minister Bud 
Cullen said applications for 
the 1979 program must be 
postmarked no later than 
Feb. 2 in the provinces and 
• March 19 in the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories. 
Approved projects must 
create a minimum of three 
followed by Ontario, which 
will get $14,749,000. 
Other allocations are: 
Newfoundland $2,693,000, 
Nova Scotia $2,557,000, 
P r ince  Edward Island 
..$328,000, New Brunswick 
$2,64.2,000, Manitoba 
$2,985,000, Saskatchewan 
$2 ,443 , .000 ,  Alber ta  
$1,888,000, British Columbia 
$6,276,000, Yukon $189,000 
and Northwest Territorkm 
$333,000. 
Pierre planning a move? 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trudeau has 
commissioned a top Ottawa 
architectural firm to design 
a house for him on a parcel of 
wooded land he owns in the 
Laurentian hills northeast of
Montreal, sources ay, 
The designer is Paul 
Schoeler of Scholer and 
Heaton Architects whose 
work has included the design 
of the Canadian paviHion at 
Expo 67. 
A spokesman mthe prime 
minister's office said today 
that Trudeau denied it when 
MONTREAL (CP) 
KITCHEN CAUINETS • VANITIES • INSTALL ATIoN TERRACE ANSWERING'BUREAU - 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS Ill 638-8195 take over Vancouver-based 
• MacMillan Bleedel Ltd. in a 
KId ALWOOD NSWERING, ~ to all our friends & ~ shareholdersdeal-wherewillMaCMillanbeasked to 
~, .TC_HEN PAG'INO, ~ customers d accept one Domtar share plus $3 for each common 
MONITORING OR share of MacMillan held. 
. . , , o  1 1  WE WILL BE OPEN A.~A MA.AGE. ~ABINETS PHOTOCOPYING Domtar's vice-president of l I ,V;I administrat io /z ,  said 
PRINCE GEORGE, B C. V2L 3n5 (NORTHERN) LTD. @s i:S~4. 4an' Stuart Kerr said his com- 
pany 's  I~ard of directors R~ '@'6~'~er~ ' " FREE EST MATES 46R3.D Park  Avenue, Ter race ,  B.C. VOG 1V5 
"" '  ....... . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ;':. w i l l  work  out the detai ls  of 
i the offer at a meeting Dec. 12:00Noon t l l l 5 :00P ,m.~ 27. Shares of hath companles 
. were halted late in the day on 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Lid, FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE =..., stockthe MontrealexchangesandpendingTOrontOthe 
aske¢l about plans to build a 
house. 
"He has no intention of 
having a house built at this 
time," said the spokesman. 
'rrudeau had also denied he 
had asked for a design to be 
produced. 
Schoeler was reluctant to 
talk about he commission i
telephone interview today. 
"Don't even mention our 
firm, we're not important in 
this," he said. 
"I re~lly don't want o talk 
about it," Schoeler said.. 
"It's sort of confidential toa 
point." 
Domtar bids on MB 
Canadian Pacific Ltd. ls 
the only major shareholder 
of MacMillan's 21 million 
common shares with an 
ownership of about 12 per 
cent, he linEd. 
Domtar's offer carries the 
right o withdraw the offer if 
the company does not get at 
least51 per cent of the shares 
within a certain time to he 
determined at the Dec, 27 
meeting. 
"We've been looking at a 
number of acquisition possi- 
bilities," Kerr explained 
"We've got a lot of cash i .  
the till. MacMillan is more 
international than we are 
and they're out west while 
SERVING TERRAOE &' KITIMAT 
~. . .~ , . ,~0 SERVICE  ON ALL  
{ ~ - ~ J ~  MAKES OF T .V . ' s  
~," -', . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  .Wa.,rren.ty O.ePot for  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Zenith, Phi l l ips,  Hi tachi ,  .: 
MON. • SAT. 8 a.m.. 5 p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
"BOOK NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for I 
• We have a;good selection of Hard Covered Bodks. ,. 
. . . . . .  Open New Location 
10-6 Tue, - Thu. - Sat. 
3211 Kalum 10-9 Friday 
PHONE 63e.3092 
BARNEY'S SHOES & REPAIR 
HARNESS AND SHOES REPAIR 
SHOE SALES. WORK BOOTS AND LOGGER BOOT REPAIRS 
SkateSharpening 
2907 CLARK ST. TERRACE. B.C, 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
Radio Phone 
Copper 
IR032 
Phone 
635-2948 
3923 Simpson Cresent 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
GLACIER . 
L 4418 Leg,on Avenue 
A Terrace, g.o. 
;~ A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
I TS B  UTI L 
MRS. S. NORMAN Certified 
NAI LS Professional  
CLI PPI NG - STYLING Groomer  
SHAMPOOING PRIVATE 
EARS" EYES iNDIVIDUAL 
FLEA BATHS GROOMING 
TEETH 635-9251 
ANAL GLANDS 10percent off for Senior Citizens 
ALL BREEDS OF DOGS - ALSO CATS 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN 6 A.M. - 9 P,M. Mon..Thur. 
6 A.M. • 3 A,M, Friday & Sat. 
EASTS IDE 
GROCERIES  
. . . . . .  ' 16 ;2104:i/ '; 
635-3442 
announcement. we're in the east." 
Help Fight 
RESPIRATORY 
DISEASE ~ 1 I~;~;~ 
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS 
NEAREST.THING T O A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-end-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few yearn). 
HEW T.MT. HOT "PLATES,' THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
ENGINE WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE gu Pont 
Teflon* COATING! , , c ,  Thecoitofownlnglndbperatlnglnyvehicielcar, bus, truck, you 
n lme I I - -hu  gone I tn l lgh |  Ihrough the c l l l lng f  The COlt o l  gasol ine and o11? UP! 
*Rq. U.S. Pal. Office for The payments demanded by skil led (and not-so-ski l led) mechanics? UP! The Ou Ponrs fruorcarbon resins, 
prlcetnos on new cars ond trucke? UPI It'e positively s ickening- -and it's going to get 
worse before it gels any better! WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcenlraled hqutd for, 
mulahon mcorPo,ahng Du Pont TEFLON" 
the same chem=cal compound that went to 
Sun. 10 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
tecls and preserves new engines hghtens 
Take Out Orders up" and re uvenafes old ones ~ 
4642Lazelle 635-5332 TMT S GUARANTEED' Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries wdh ~t he slrongest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we Could thank of 
i GUARANTEED Boiler gas mdeage 
more miles from every tankful or 
money back tn full' 
GUARANTEED Less od burmng long. 
er pertods before topp~ng of f  Or 
money back rn IuIP 
GUARANTEED Smoother engme gertor. 
mance tess stalling and rough idhng ' 
or money oack m full' Vlb I /UKb 
r WELCOME • GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and higher compression more z~p and 
accelerahon or money back rn h;ll' 
• GUARANTEED Longer engme hie 
fewer repair bdls (especially for costly 
rag and p=ston obs) or money back m 
fulP 
• GUARANTEED All these important 
money-saving benehts no matter how 
HALL IwELL  long you own your vehicle or money 
back m/ulP 
I I 
I I In view Ot the many OOsSlble savings and 
benehts cried above what do you suppose Call us at 635 6357 9 to 5 any veh,cle owner or operatorwould gladly pay for a one.brae permanent treatment of 
I TMT'I $50 00"~ $tO0 00 ") MORE ? 
Well. hsten to th~s The estabhshed relad 
I rice 0f TMT iS Only S14 951ThatS rlqht on y 
$~4 95--a hny mvestmenl that could possibly 
I I pay dself back dozens O r t,rues over .n S.v. 
ngs on gas. 0,1 and reg3ff bills Fartfasflt_ 
the Moon m the lunar v(h¢le engmes When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase this 
key =ngred~ent instantly goes to work against 
the No One Cause ol poor gas mdeage 
sluggish performance hegh ooerahng tern 
peratures and mechamcal breakdown frrc 
honal drag 
But unless youre  a chemical engineer 
right now you re more mterested m what TMT • 
does than how~t doestt So here d is in a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST' Theres nothmg comphcated 
about usmg TMT - a 12-year-old k~d could do 
d m less than 60 seconds and not even gel 
h0s hands d~rty ~ 
TMT IS PERMANENT' It s an engme treat. 
mont. not an oil treatment Just one stupiD 
apohcahon is all it takes topermanenrly pro. 
tect your engine for as long as you own your 
car' 
TMT IS SAFE' Weve gut our money where 
our mouth IS on this ~;v,fh. a S1.000.000 
Product Ltab ty Policy issued by a nationally 
famous '~nsurance company ~ 
TMT IS EFFECTtVEJ Effechve for any car 
t ruck or olher veh ic le -whether  it sthts 
years mode or one that s 15 y0ars old t PrO. 
EO ALMQUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T, TEFLON TREATMENT. 
*'The active Chemical ingredient in *'TM.T."'has "And once "T.M.T." has been added to an en. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to | inn-  positive results can be seen Jhrouih the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the moat 
faces Polymers attract more poiymers.lo e micro skilled of mechanics• They will notice a decided • 
thickness which means'a "controlled" build.up increase in compression readings- which Indl- 
occurs around worn surfaces which accounts for cafes that piston and ring seal have Improved, 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow.by', An increase in idle r.p.m,'s will also be detect- 
increased compression readinis, and reduced oil able due fo the reduced friction after a few 
consumption! hundred miles of "TM.T." "elating", 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.MT/' easy to use 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oil (if should take 30-seconds at the most for adding 
through the oil filler hole (so.easy- that even a permanent treatment)- but its results can be 
a child can do it)-preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of |ny 
has reached normal operating temperature• The mechanic! The benefits that can he expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "rM,T." in the engine-are as follows: In. 
thirty minutes, in order to make sure that all creased Gas Milesse -increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated*'. Only eliht ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required for the average passeneer car or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operatins Tempera. 
smah truck engine, turns -Easier Cold Weather Starts!" ' 
Now that you've heard from the esperl,,, listen te Eke raves ef erdinorT drivers. 
THE RESULTS P[RPLE HAVE ROTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM RUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS,,. 
(Once you've put T,M,T. in your vehicle, you'll be tilling in the figures yourself)• 
Motorcycle Racer 
gets more power] 
"As an engineering student snd 
racer, I was interested in what 
T.M.T would do ;n a tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from a standing 
start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed 
rime) was "-duced by XX a second 
after T.M,T v..% .:lded to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c c gawasaki No. 
torcross racing mot0rcyce. 
AS a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.T reduced frichon 
and .ncreased power," 
K,B. -hcer  
"Rod Deal" becomes 
"Good Real" with "T.M.T." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T,MT, 
My mdeage has gone from XX to 
an unbelievaoly astounding XX My 
father, who is a car mechanic 
told me tt's impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even falners cnn he 
wronl, OI course he probably 
won't admit it until he uses the 
]'Mr in his car that I'm giving him 
as a present." --R,W. 
Auto Mechanic 
recommends "T.M.T'! 
"t am an Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy, and It was us. 
ing a lot of gel in the city and 
on the highways, I was |ettlnl| 14 
miles to the gallon, but nowr since 
I've been usinl "T.M.T" I pick up 
XX gallons in the city-and Xg dal. 
tons on the highway, so i know 
you poop e have a good product 
and I will recommend it,' 
Mr. C.T,N, 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER OUE TO OVERWHELMING DE MANE, (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE)• 
Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or [ ]  money orde r 
[ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prov.: P.C . . . . .  
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
r 
il/i!!i   
:. 
t 
Santa listens to all in the Skeena Mall 
CttRISTMA,'~ MESS IGE 
From the church 
by lie. T~) or 
The or ig ina l  Chr i s tmas  
mess~ge wa~ nne of "Peace 
on e~}rth, goad will Inward 
men]"  That was the 
message the tleavenly h~s  
delivered to the frightened 
stiepherds, It caused them to 
seek and worship the infant 
Jesus through whom 
"Peace" was to come. 
The question we must ask 
ourselves as we approach 
another Christmas season in 
which there is as much or 
perhaps mere war  and strife 
in our world than ever 
before, "Is this message of 
'Peace on earth' ,  still valid 
for us today? Indeed, as we 
survey history, was this 
mes~ge ver  valid or was it 
o false mt.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'~ge in the first 
place?" Cenld it he that the 
proclamation of "Peace"  is 
as much a fable as Santa 
Claus and elves and reindeer 
pulling sleighs through the 
wintery night? 
I 'm thankful that I can 
declare to all this Christmas 
that the peace the angels 
announced is not only valid 
for us today but that I am 
experiencing that peace 
daily. Man's  a t tempt  to 
enforce political peace has 
never worked, Why?  simply 
because a man or woman at 
war with God and with 
himseff cannot possibly live 
at peace with other people or 
nations. The peace that 
Jesus came to bring was 
never meant to ha a peace 
eaasisting of an  eater shell 
with no inner reality. ChrL~t 
game to reconefle man and 
God and thus to establish 
peace where enmity ruled. 
Feare with Ged hrir~s w~th ~ith ms" 's;Ili~I~$ ~o 
it the gift of ~nner. pe~l  ~cc~p~ U.r ~ ,~A~I~ J e~ 
peace TIPs i nner  peace Christ al,~ ~ the ag~t  
g ive~melhs~abthtyth i iveat  peace a~ { ;s o~ty ~¢ 
peace with thee  ;|round me 
and the me~ssge to ~¢o~laim allowieg ~ to ~ in t~r  
"Pence on earth" to my livesthtu ~ i l l~pener~ 
neighbours and all mankind, peace pro-, ,~l ly  and help 
If Christ came to bring our wor i .  toward  th is  
peace nearly 20~ yenes ago, otherwise ~iusive state. 
then why has the world net The message of Christmas 
progressed since then? isthesame~M97Ra~always. 
Primari ly ~auee mankind My desire is that ynn might 
has chosen to ignore the experimce real "p -ce"by  
process of peace that Christ coming as Ihe sh~l: 'td3 did 
came to bring and has that  f i rst  Chr is  ~as to 
cheese to seek it on his own worship and ado God's 
terms. The fault has never Only Begotten Son, te 
been with the message hat Jeeas Christ. 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE ST~T ION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE.  
If you ~re In or thinking of petting into the gasoline 
busthes$ be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box tg~0, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
t. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3, Ful l  l ine of related preducts 
4.100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(t it-T) 
Fulton claims 
gov't bungle 
J im Fulton, federal NDP somewhere between sheer 
cand idate  for Skeena,  ineptitude and political in- 
nocently blasted the federal competence," said Fulton, 
goverr~neot over its han- 
. . . .  g .... h .......... I ! WEATHERI boundary negotiations. "Ottawa seems to have finaP', z'oken up to the fact 
that the Amer icans  are 
taking us to the cie~aners on 
the beundary negotlat~n~," 
~ id  Fulten. " i t  is alnl~.~t 
nnbeIievable that the Dixon Increasing cloudiness can 
Ent rance  Boundary  (also bee×i~ectcd,weriheares, as 
kn~.n  as the A-B line~ ever ann iher  Paci f ic  weather  
came to be part of the disturbance moves on to the 
pres6nt  negot ia t ions ,  northern B.C. coast. Snow 
Canada can only lo~e at the ~itould begin in the area this 
negot iat ion? because the attern~Jon and continue until 
prep:eat boundary touctu:s (m :d)~ul uddnight onight. 
thesnuthern lipo[ tile Ala~Na S.me (:[earing should take 
p~mha~ldlc. If we were  In ph. , :  Inm.rnbw morning, as 
come out almond," Mre~,~ed ihe ,h~durbunce move~. 
Fulton. "we v,,cuId have u~ irIland Swlduy ~il(,uld ~c(~ 
t~.ke l,art of Alaska " ¢,nly :, low ,:h,.d~ in the ar,~a. 
" It  muke~ ~erg~e," con We hxN for a few 
tinued Fulton, "tlvat i[ y,),~ ~mnwIh l r r ies  Chr i s tmas  
d'm't w~mt ~o ~;e]l or giv,~ .d~,',rm~m, as tile distur- 
nny~hin~ away, you ,f,n'}i~ hart , ,  m,we~; w{~.~tward, 
No ~lnounl nf dmdd~:kdk ;~I,,,,fl de~ree~. Cel~fil~, and 
frc:n (Jit:tw;i wfl!cmv.,nlce i n ,  1,,III]WF;IIUF(-:; will probably 
b: r :  in Ih¢~ northwe~A H~*I :~ ,:l,~mh t,,~,r mind the Ir~'l:zing 
V~,: , :~vav ~,~ ~::,*,~,dl. m:,~k mn,,,r[,r,'. ' l cm 
t ' l ;3 , , :v f}h : , r¢  , ' , ,~ ,e ' .  peHlur ,~,  ~.dJ Id,rd~;,Idy 
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The management and staff of the Terrace 
Kit imat Daily Herald would like to take this 
opportunity to bid one and all of you a Morr~ 
Christmas. We hope the' new year wi l l  be an 
interesting and prosperous one for you. 
We would also like to take this time to ask you 
to take care over the holidays. We all knee. the 
hazards of drinking and then driving. There 
shouldn't be any need to advise you to exercise 
additional caution and avoid the temptation to 
enioy yourself at a possibly fatal risk. 
Our Christmas wish is that none of you w ill 
make a headline or a paragraph in the court 
news. 
A reader 
offers this 
THE WISH TO BE A REINDEER 
by Floyd Drake 
I wish I was a reindeer 
A hauling Santa's sleigh 
With jingling bells and bouncing sleigh 
I'd turn my head and say 
I love you l itt le children 
I love you one and all 
I 'm hauling Santa's sled for you 
And hope I never fall 
The Christmas trees are lighted 
In each and every home 
The holly and mistletoe 
Are strung in great array 
In readiness for Chrisln~as 
That very famous day 
The ornaments and tinsels 
gl i tter.cast their spell . . . .  ' . 
'1~ would seem as though they are saying 
That everything is well 
That merry old Saint Nicholas 
Is on his jol ly way 
To deliver lots of toys and gifts 
In t ime for that Great Day 
And as a happy reindeer 
I've played a l i tt le part 
And hope that I have found a place 
In every persons heart. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
To the Editor: 
Your editorial of Tuesday, 
Dec. 19,1978 isvery accurate 
and to the point. 
Your cr it ic ism of the 
Northern Sentinel is right on, 
that paper is so one sided 
that to my understanding it 
refuses to accept letters to 
the editor which are anti-oil 
pert and pipeline. Freedom 
of speech and the press are 
certainly under question. 
Whether the editorial staff of 
a paper agrees or disagrees 
with a person expressing an 
opinion must not  be the 
criterion for rejecting a 
letter. Only when a person 
becomes libelous or as your 
paper states "when a letter 
is written in bad taste it will 
not be printed." 
To be against an oil port or 
pipeline does not fall under 
either of those criterion. 
Unbelievably the majority of 
our local politicians who are 
members of the Kitimat City 
Council, Terrace Council and 
the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District Board continue to 
support the development of 
an oil port in Kitimat and oil- 
pipeline to Edmonton. 
Even though the majority 
of residents in the region are 
against the concept, the 
politicians in favor of the 
scheme continue to put 
themselves in the position of 
being better judges of what 
is good for you and !. 
Are we so desperate for 
large scale development in 
our region, that we will 
accept an oil port that 
nobody else on the west coast 
of CanaJa or the U.S.A. 
wants any part of? 
l am convinced that 
certain of our politicians will 
go to almost any length to 
see the Kitlmat-Terrace 
corridor develop into 
another llamilton, Ontario. 
llow many people have 
seen the brochure put out by 
the Kiilmat-Stikine Regional 
District on the Kitimat- 
Terrace Industrial Corridor. 
In their wisdom the Regional 
District traced the route of 
the oil pipeline on the 
brochure. Is this a subtle 
way of the Kitimat Stikine 
Regional District saying we 
support the oil port and 
pipeline. 
Further on this 
promotional brochure put 
out by the regional district, 
it's time people started 
questioning its contents. The 
brochure states that more 
than 14,000 acres in the 
.Kitimat-Terrace corridor 
are available for large scale 
industrial ' development. 
Such things as a copper 
smelter, sulphuric acid 
plant, molybdenum roaster 
planls are talked about. 
I realize and support the 
necessity to encourage 
alternate industiy to locate 
in our region to replace a 
declining forest industry. 
The promotion of a grain 
elevator, a ferry terminal 
and other port development 
in KItimat which does not 
interfere with the Kitimat 
River estuary and continued 
expansion of the service 
industry along with tourism 
should be encouraged in 
Terrace. 
if our local politicians 
continue to pay lip service to 
tourism and its economic 
contribution to the region 
and to agree that fish, 
wildlife and outdoor 
recreation are vital to a 
stable and happy population, 
then they must come to grips 
with their promotion of 
heavy industry which will 
take so many acres out of 
forest production in the 
Kitimai River valley and 
seriously jeopardize the 
i r rep laceab le  outdoor  
heritage of the Kitimat- 
Terrace region. 
Jim (hdp 
'7'd f ike to turn this in - -  she decided to give me a divorce. '" 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The 
Christmas tory Is really a 
love story--or, rather, two 
love sto.ries. It's the love 
story of Mary and Joseph. 
And it's the story of God's 
love for man. Drawn from 
the Gospels and the non- 
canonical New Testament 
Apocrypha, this account of 
how those two love stories 
became one on that first 
Christmas nearly 2,000 years 
ago is the fi.nal installment 
in a five.part series, "A 
Special Love Story." 
Love knows no prisons. It 
recognizes no defeats. It 
breaks through obstaele,s 
overrides rebuffs. It is 
sovereign. It prevails. 
It prevailed in the case Of a 
troubled husband and his 
young bride of Nazareth. It 
withstood the slurs and 
strange travail that beset 
them. It bound them fast. 
And it offered to bind up a 
distraught world. 
Men resisted it. They 
ignored, distrusted and 
defied it. But love would not 
forsake them. They lost their 
own capacities for love. Yet 
they were loved. Love sought 
them, reached for them, bent 
low for them, so very low. 
A lowly  she-donkey 
plodded up the red and rocky 
road toward Bethlehem, 
carrying the young Jewess, 
led by her roughclad mate. 
They were tired, dustry. But 
they bore the lustre of life. 
On the road, the peasant 
couple paused beside a yew 
tree, and Joseph looked wor- 
riedly up at his wife, fearing 
she was in pain. Yet, only 
moments ago, he had seen 
her smiling with deep 
satisfaction. 
"Mary," he said, "What 
aileth thee? How happens it 
that I sometimes see sorrow 
and sometimes laughter and 
joYhien thy countenance?" 
leaned on her arms, 
gripping the donkey's mane. 
"It is because I behold two 
people with mine eyes, the 
one weeping and lamenting 
and the other laughing and 
rejoicing." 
For there is joy in love re- 
joined and mutually given 
but tragedy in its trampling 
down. Men would ever 
misuse, mock and crucify it. 
But love would not surren- 
der. 
The truth was simple; it 
knocked at the door. 
• There was no room in the 
inn. ,The place surged with 
voices, smoke and smells of 
roasting meat. Distressed, 
Joseph grabbed the halter 
rope and started off again. 
Dogs barked; pedlars 
babbled and drays trumbled 
in the deepending dusk. 
lie led the donkey down a 
slope at the rear of the 
hostelat. In the distant valley 
he could see the campfires of 
shepherds. Early stars 
blinked over the mountains 
of Moab. 
lie heard Mary moan, and 
quickly stepped hack beside 
her. 
"Take me down," she 
urged, "for that which is 
within me presses to come 
forth." 
"Whither shall I take 
thee?'" Ills Voice was 
<lespoarate, and his hands 
closed over hers t, om- 
mlserateively. They must go 
ONE OF L OVE 
The. Christmas story 
on. They could not stop here Whore was its meaning? light is come, and the gioE'y 
in the open on this gravel- What was its use? A man is of the Lord is risen upon 
but dust in the march of thee." 
centuries. He felt no all- 
surpassing love. 
To him, his God was 
distant, grand, obscure and 
rigidly implacable, beyond 
the stretch of scrawny 
human arms. 
But on this night, that 
.,.strewn hill. 
: ~he  compressed her lips, 
n~dding,  He tugged the 
donkey on down the hill, 
~along a cliff, his eyes 
straining to find the livestock 
cavoe of which the innkeeper 
had spoken. Night's sharp 
chill settled over them. He 
dragged at the rope, and the 
donkey held back stiff- 
leggediy, braying, 
"Take me dew.n," she 
gasped again, "for that 
which is within me mightly 
presses me." the cave and, suddenly, 
At that moment, he spied although e still walked, his 
the dark opening the wall of legs seemed motionless. He 
rock. He rushed back to her, ~' ~lifted a hand to his face, but 
lifting her in his arms and his arm did not seem' to 
carrying her into the war- move. The earth held still, 
mer interior moving slowly and he beheld the heavens in 
in the blackness, hearing the 
grnts and breathing of 
animals about him. 
He probed with his feet, 
found an open space and la id 
her down. Groping, he 
collected some straw for a 
mattress and lifted her on it, 
rolling his cloak for her 
head. 
He ran back outside, 
gathered ry grass and wood 
and struck fire with his flint, 
blowing until it strengthened 
into flame. He jerked the 
waterskin from the stubborn 
beast's pack, filled a basin 
and put it on the fire. 
Then he fashioned an oil 
torch and rammed it in a 
crevice on the cavern wall. 
He kelt beside her stroking 
her hot brow. 
"Art thou quiet?" 
She murmured, opening 
her eyes to lo0k up at him, 
and then abruptly wrenched 
her face away, the cords 
tightening in her neck. In a 
moment, she turned back, 
smiling weakly, and 
motioned him outside. 
The world slept now. It re- 
I 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT...J 
BY RICHARD JACKSOIXl 
OTTAWA Remember 
"restraint?" 
It was Prime Minister 
Trudeau's magic word 
before those public opinion 
polls and his loss of 13 of the 
recent 15 byelections 
demonstrated that it's going 
to take more than the 
murmurings of a political 
magician and faded cam- 
paign charisma to turn 
things around. 
And anyway, what has 
"restraint" proved out, in 
the accounting, to be? 
You guessed it, 
More spending. 
In have come more extra 
supplementary estimates, 
raising the government's 
spending so far from $48.7 
billion projected in last 
April's budget to $49.8 
billion. 
But in these days of 
Trudeau inflation, what's a 
billion and a bit? 
"Restraint," that's what 
he calls it. 
On the basis, he has ex- 
plained, that unless the 
government had belted in, 
the increase could have been 
a goodly hunk more than a 
mere billion. 
But we're not yet through 
the government's financial 
year, not by another four 
months. 
It rather makes a joke, 
again, of federal budgets. 
For with four months till 
to go before the feds close the 
books on the current 
financial year, there are 
several more sets of extra 
supplementary estimates to 
come. 
And that means, at best, 
another few hundred 
million; but more 
realistically, a billion or two 
or three -- or whatever -- 
Men were precious, each more. 
bungling, benighted one of With spending in the first 
them. And this world was eight months running better 
dignified, too its grime add than a billion dollars ahead 
its flesh ahd  its 'musty of budget estimates --  and 
stables. For'thiS~'ad 'Where' that's with "restraint" -- 
God came. This aas where there is still plenty of 
gracewasgiven. Rightinthe potential for bigger and 
gloomy barricade was swept midst of the shabbiest, 
aside, and all the haunting, dreariest gash in the earth. 
shadowy emptiness of man 
was flooded with the fact of Not in some rarefied sane- , - , , . .  behind love. turn. But in the seamy world, ~ ¢']m I '1  
Joseph was pacing outside itself, where man lives and 
works. 
on 
"Asawke. awake, put the takeover thy strength, shake .thyself. 
from the dust." . . . .  ~ .. ~ .: 
Joseph, Shielding ills iace, ~ 
plunged into the urgent radi- 
amazement, 
The Milky Way blazed like 
a highway of silver. A warm 
tide banished the chill of 
earth, and loosed the scent of 
grass and spring and Eden 
flowers• Veils of light draped 
the sky. A million birds 
singing. No. An angel army. 
"Glory to God in the 
highest, and on earth, peace 
among men whith whom He 
is pleased." 
A thousand miles away, 
distinguished wise men 
studied the stars, and in the 
valley, wideeyed shepherds 
huddled in awe. 
Joseph whirled and saw 
the white brilliance filling 
the cave. It blurried his eyes, 
and he stumbled toward it. 
"And the word became 
flesh and swell among us." 
He was here. Now! Theo- 
~hany on earth! He had 
come. He cared. Was man 
worth it? That God should 
take upon himelf the form of 
a helpless babe in a drafty, 
dung-strewn cave? 
Yes, man was worth it. He 
was loved, dearly loved, lie 
treated and slumbered, una- was important, in God's 
ware, uncomprehending, sight. 
oblivious. Broken from its That was the motive, the 
moorings, itdrifted in vague, meaning, the reason for it 
lovelorn discontent, gross, all, the making, and health of 
amorphous, without daring man--the Devine embrace. 
or certaindestiny. "Arise, shine, for .they 
better spending in the 
remaining four months. 
But let's be: wildly op- 
timistic and assume that 
with continued '*restraint," 
Trudeau and com.pany will 
hold the increase to just 
another estimated billion 
dollars. 
That will ring up. the total 
bill at an even $51 billion. 
And if that's all, on the 
prodigal spending record of 
Pierre et Cie, we'll be lucky. 
Even so, ponder $51 billion 
and what it means. 
It's frankly a thoroughly 
obscene figure for the 
government to be spending 
in a year. 
It works out to $2,174 for 
• every man, woman and child 
in the country. 
Or in h round but accurate 
figure, over $7,000 for the 
average family. 
It means there are a great 
many families living below 
the poverty line, on whose 
behalf the government 
spends more money than 
they earn in the year. 
Ah, but there's the rub, the 
phrase "on whose behalf." 
The money is supposed to 
be spent for the Canadian 
collective behalf. 
So while the $7,000 per 
family theoretically is spent 
"on behalf" of every 
average family, those below 
the poverty line -- for whom 
the government's ocial 
programs are targeted --  
obviously don't get it. 
Then what happens to it? 
It's an old story -- been 
told for 100 years, ever since 
the Auditor General began 
making his annual report -- 
currently being retold by the 
new "A.G." J.J. Macdonnell. 
It's being wasted. Thrown 
away. Misappropriated, 
mismanaged. And worse. 
By the public service. 
Which he says works at 
only 60 percent of efficiency, 
and regards the public 
purse, the national treasury, 
as "virtually bottomless." 
ance. It pulsed and shim- 
mered, and then receded, 
scattering like a jweled mist. 
He could see fainiy, and then 
quite well. All aas just as 
before, the dull stone, the 
littered floor, the torch on 
the wall. 
Except that now she was 
up and moving about, dark 
hollows beneath her eyes, 
• but smilking. In her arms, 
she held her firstborn son.  
hnmanuel. "God with us." 
So this was He. The un- 
searchable, the unknown. So 
now men knew. This is what 
He was like. And He had 
come to show them, to make 
them see, and know forever, 
that He was with them, in- 
timately near, intimately 
concerned. 
Despite men 's  grievous 
ways, He was still here. 
Despite their blunted 
responses, He came. 
Humbling Himelf, offering 
Ilimself, toning in the slums 
and tribulations of man. This 
was God. The absolute, the 
invincible, the power that is 
constant, enduring, the. 
ultimate. 
This was the Almighty. 
This was love. 
She wrapped Him in 
swaddling clothes and laid 
Him in a manager. 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Looking. south from his 
48th-floor apartment, Don 
McGiverin has an 
unobstructed view of 
rival Eaton's Ltd. 
He was once part of that 
team. 
Looking a block farther 
south he can see Simp- 
sons Ltd.'s . main store, 
and he beams with an- 
ticipation at that view. 
Donald Scott 
McGiverin, president of 
Hudson's Bay Co., is in 
the process of con- 
solidating Canada's most 
powerful department 
store empire-a takeover 
of Simpsons by the Bay. 
Not one to be timid of 
broad horizons, 
McGiverin, 54, had en- 
gineered the Bay's 
takeover of Zeller's Ltd. 
earlier this year. 
If Simpsons 
shareholders approve the 
Bay's offer, ~the com- 
bination of Simpsons and 
Hudson's Bay, including 
57 per cent owned Zeller's 
and its Fields Stoi'es 
subsidiary, would com- 
mand a market share of 
about 34 per cent--about 
equal to that of Slmpsons- 
Sears Ltd., in which the 
Bay would also be a 
major shareholder. 
The son of an industrial 
rubber products 
salesman, McGiverin was 
born in Calgary but 
moved to Ontario at an 
early age ~vlth his 
parents, both natives of 
what is now Cambridge, 
Ont. 
After attending school 
in Toronto, McGiverin 
moved to Winnipeg where 
he launched his de- 
par tment  stozt career 
selling shoes at Eaton's 
during summers and 
weekends while attending 
university. 
He returned full-time to 
Eatnn's after completing 
a master o f  business 
administration program 
at Ohio State University, 
taking a job in the 
company's.general 
merchandising office in 
Toronto. 
A succession of rapid 
promotions followed and, 
in 1961, he was named a 
director of Eaton's--th~ 
youngest person outside 
the Eaton family to have 
held such a post, 
By 1966, he had been 
promoted to vice- 
president of western 
operations in Winnipeg 
I I 
and earned a reputation 
as the Eaton's "boy 
wonder," a label he now 
dismisses as "a lot of 
crap. It depends on who 
you talk to." 
Three years later, he 
suddenly joined Hudson's 
Bay as chief executive 
officer in charge of 
retailing operations. 
"I really had expected 
to work for Eaton's all my 
life," he said. But a 
number of business and 
personal circumstances 
changed his thinking. 
"The Bay had come to 
me a year earlier (in 
1968) and asked me to join 
them. It's always flat- 
tering when someone 
offers you something, but 
I turned them down the 
first time, as I had 
several other offers from 
the United States. 
"Then things changed- 
somewhat. My wife died 
in the fall of 1968 and I had 
an It-year.old aughter to 
raise. In January of 1969, 
the doctors diagnosed a
serious spinal condition 
and she found herself 
confined in a body cast for 
about four years. 
"Mr. Eaton (John 
David)-- who had been 
very generous to me-- 
retired, and the company 
began reorganizing it- 
self." 
The reorganization 
called for him to move 
east again as vice- 
president for corporate 
development and he felt 
he was inadequately 
equipped for that job. 
By that time he was 
receptive to a second 
offer from the Bay. 
"They wanted me to 
run department stores 
and it seemed to me the 
right thing to do at the 
time." 
Shortly before 
becoming Bay president 
in 1972, McGivern moved 
the company's merchan- 
dising and store planning 
staff to Toronto to 
establish a stronger 
presence in Ontario and 
Quebec. 
His apartment, which 
he shares with his 
daughter and a live-in 
housekeeper, is near his 
office at Bloor and Yonge 
streets and he spends a lot 
of time at work. 
"It's got so'hectic this 
last year or two that I've 
just confined myself Io 
business," he said. 
3 
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A GOOD EFFORT 
T imbermen a lmost  do it 
scored two early goals, then 
maintained their lead the 
whole game as they edged 
the Terrace Timbermen 5-3 
in an entertaining contest at 
the arena Wednesday night. 
The game was barely a 
minute old when Lee 
Marleau took a Chris God. 
trey pass and put it behind 
Terrace• netminder Kim 
The Kltimat Winterhewks making it 4-2, and setting up tucked it past Kim Giooden though, and overall they 
an exciting final period. 
The Timbermen showed 
signs of making a comeback 
in the third, when at 5:35, 
Myron Crown deflected a 
Cliff Thorstensen point shot 
past Sherstabetoff, and 
Terrace was just one goal 
down. The Timbermen were 
pressing for the equalizer, 
when at 13:58 a Timbermen 
Glooden to give the Win- defenceman was caught 
terhawks a 1-0 lead. Godfrey deep in the Winterhawk end, 
added an unassisted marker ~ enabling Steve Kerbrat and 
at 2:23, increasing Kitimat's Magel Fournier to break in 
margin to 2-0 going into the 
second period. 
'The reams scored two 
goals apiece during th~ 
middle frame. At 7:55, Chris 
Godfrey was a thorn in the 
Timbermen's ide once 
again, as his long screen shot 
from the ,point somehow 
found the target, stoking 
KltimGt to a 3-0 lead. Rae 
Rowe. then got the Tim- 
bermen on the scoreboard 
when he deflected a rebound 
of a Terry Grimm shot past 
Kitimat netminder Cliff 
Sherstabetoff at 10:25 to 
nsrtow the margin to 3-1. 
Magel Fournier got that one 
back with a power play effort 
at 16:05 of the period, when 
he poked it past Gloeden off a 
mad scramble infront of the 
neL Keith Boulanger 
rounded out the second 
period scoring when his long 
shot went hrough a maze of 
players and found the upper 
left hand corner of the net, 
on a lone Terrace 
defendei'._ ., Fournier 
passed it to Kerbrat who 
for the insurance goal, The 
Timbermen didn't give up, 
though, and continued 
trying to get back on even 
terms. Kitimat's defence 
held up, however, and 
despite several good op- 
portunities, the Timhermen 
couldn't score, as the game 
ended 5-3 in favor of the 
Winterhawks. 
Outside of the two early 
goals, Terrace netminder 
Kim Gloeden played an 
outstanding ame, as the 
Timbermen were outshot 35- 
18. Terrace could have easily 
won with a couple of breaks, 
came up with one of their 
better efforts of late• 
Wednesday's game was 
the Timbermens last until 
January 3, 1979, when they 
will host' the Prince Rupert 
Kings at the Terrace Arena. 
If they put out as good an 
effort as they did Wed. 
nesday, the Kings are 
probably in for abit of a 
surprise. Terrace- has 
already beaten Prince 
Rupert once this season, so it 
should be an exciting ame. 
.Things can only get better 
for the Timbermen in the 
new year .  
A mad scramble in front of the Terrace net 
i i ii 
., SHORT TAKES ON SPORT 
HO, HO, HO, Merry Christmas. It's that time 
of year again, folks, •and if some 0f/the older 
people out there, (that's anyone over 12) were to 
write letters to Santa, here's what they may 
come up with: 
Dear Santa, 
Wheli I took over this hockey •team, my bosses 
said • things would be different than they were 
before. True, they gave everyone bold new 
uniforms that the psychologists aid would make 
them all more agressive, and they hired some 
flashy new Swedes, but the team is still losing 
more games than riley're winning! Please send 
meanother Guy.Lafleur, or ~hatever itwil!.take: 
to ~ake this"~e~m ~a~wi~r.= ,1f y~d:' flofi'~,'~: 
someone else may be writing this letter next 
year. 
Respectfully, 
Harry Neale, coach, 
Vancouver Canucks 
Dear Santa, 
I'm notasking for much this year, Santa. True, 
• I just turned down an offer of $4 million for four 
seasons from the Atlanta Braves, and signed 
with Philadelphia for less, but that doesn't mean 
I'm crazy or anything. It's just that I want to 
play for a contender, and not a loser. All I want, 
Santa, is for  the Atlanta Braves to continue 
losing for a few years, and the Philadelphia 
Phillies to keep winning, so I don't end up looking 
foolish. 
Pete Rose 
Dear Santa, 
Though I haven't owned the team very long, 
and some people consider me flamboyant, and 
even weird; all I want is a World Series team. 
I'm will ing to spend money, or whatever it takes. 
I offered Pete Rose the world not long ag, o, ($4 
I d  TI~BRACE'KITIMAT ORTS I 
ally hera ld  SPchri swith Porter j 
l ng l i s  out look  
"0 quite simple 
BUFFALO (APt -- Some; 
National Hockey League 
coaches rely on chalk talks 
and videotape sessions. Billy 
lnglis believes in keeping it 
simple. 
"Hockey is not a complex 
game," says the man who 
took over Buffalo Sabres in 
the wake of the firing last 
month of general manager 
Punch lmlach and coach 
Marcel Preaovost. "It's just 
hard work." 
The Sabres responded to 
the philosophy of their new 
mentor by winning five 
games and tying two before 
losing to New York Rangers 
at Madison Square Garden 
Wednesday night. 
"The players know how to 
play the game or they 
wouldn't he in the NHL," 
Inglis said. "So I just told 
them to use the talents that 
got them here." 
For the players, ac- 
customed to a constant 
stream of advice from their 
previous' coach and general 
manager, the change was 
refreshing. 
'/A lot of the guys were 
confused," said veteran 
defenceman Jerry Korah. 
"We'd do something Marcel 
would teach us in practice 
and the next day, on a plane 
or at the rink, P, unch would 
come up and say, 'No, this is 
what I want you to do.' 
"Billy just said, 'Do what 
you do best and help each 
other out."' 
lnglis, hired as a scout by 
the Sabres at the start of the 
season after spending most 
of his 16-year playing career 
in the minors, expressed no 
concern about his future in 
the coaching job. 
"I graduated from an 
hour-tohour contract to a 
day-to-day contract to a 
contract for the rest of the 
season," he said. "What 
happens after that will take 
care of itself. But regardless 
of how I come out of this, I'll 
still he Billy Inglis." 
Pasto is 
it0 
'with Chris Por ter  .i 
iOl lable quest million over four years plus $100,000 per year for 
life) but he turned me down to play for -,ob 
Philadelphia, saying he wanted to play for a HOUSTON (APt -- ~qucstionable status on the 
official injury report, 
however, until he takes part 
in a workout. He has not 
participated in a practice 
session so far this week. 
Pastorini had not missed a
single offensive play in 16 
regular-season games until 
the fourth quarter of last 
Sunday's 45-24 loss to San 
Diego in the Astrodgme. He 
had entered the game .with 
~cracked ribs and an ankle 
• strain from earlier games. 
contender. Nhat~s what I want for Christmas 
Santa, a contender, not just myself, but so Pete 
can see.the error of his ways. 
Houston Oilers quarterback 
Dan Pastorini had his in- 
jured right knee examined 
while under general 
anesthesia Thursday and re- 
ceived clearance to play in 
Sunday's wild-card playoff 
game against Miami in the 
Orange Bowl. 
"The doctor said Dan can 
Sincerely, 
Ted Turner, owner, 
Atlanta Braves 
Dear Santa, play withoOt risking more 
In 1977 we had a 10.6 record, and finished - - ' -  - ' - - -=  " "''" =^ ,,=,.,, ,, - , , ,  = =..~.=. s.e.r=c°=.u~ ~Ju.r~t~,ut: e =",~ t 
, • t I t  e I p 
second. This year we didn t even make the -brace'," said Coach Bum 
playoffs. WhateCei" wie h~ct in ~1977'ihat.lwe didn!f~! t~hilli~i : , '  ~,  
have this year, well that's what I want for Pastorini will remain on 
Christmas. I know I won't be able to use it until ! 
next summer or fall, but it wil l  be nice to know I 
it's there when football season starts again. [ [ ::iili 
Respectfully, 
Vic Rapp, coach, B.C. Lions 
P.S. Please add three wins over the Edmonton• 
Eskimos. They think they're so darn smart, ever 
since they won the Grey Cup i 
Dear Santa 
Please help me to keep my deadlines, and save 
me from those people that wander in at 9:30 P.NL 
With reports that they want in the next day's 
edition. Also, please give the Terrace Tim. 
bermen some much better luck in the New Year, 
and may the Caledonia Kermodes win the B.C. 
High School Basketball Championship this 
season. Also please wish everyone I know 
everywhere the merriest Christmas ever, and 
may 1979 be the best year they ever had, and 
following years get even better. 
Thanks, Chris Porter, your friendly Terrace 
Herald Sports Editor 
Open to both 
men and women "q 
Secretary of State 
Student Community Services Project 
Prince George r B.C. 
Salary: $170859 - $20.120 per annum 
Reference No. 78-SEC-0-115 
• This competition is open to residents of Northern British 
Columbia. 
DUTIES: 
Responsible for the solicitation of project applications 
from voluntary organizations and community groups; 
analyzes community needs and local priorities with the 
view of making effective recommendations tosupport 
projects tendered; supports approved projects through 
field visits, evaluates program and project effectiveness 
by participating in reviews and analyses of the Student 
Community Service and Summer Student Employment 
and Activities Program. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Must have experience in commuriity development programs 
and activities and a good knowledge of community 
resources in the area. Knowledge of the English language 
is essential for this position. 
/. 
NOTE: This is a term position until March 31, 1979. 
Sand your application form and/or resume to: .: 
C. Pinhey 
Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 11120, Royal Centre 
500 - 1055 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. VGE 3L4 
CLOSING DATE: December 29, 1978 
Clearance Number: 708-332-O10 
Please quota ~he applicable reference number at all times. 
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We're sure you will forSet he times you have BRADOR 
Team 
NHL 
wins 
MOSCOW (Beater) -- 
Team NHL defeated Sweden 
5-2 Thursday night in its last 
game of the hvestia in- 
ternational hockey tour- 
nament. 
It was the Canadians' only 
victory in the five-country 
round-robin competition 
against two losses and a tie 
and left them in third place 
behind the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia, both with 3. 
0 records, who will meet for 
the championship tonight. 
The Swedes, who suffered 
their'third straight loss, 
were tied 1-1 at the end of the 
first period but Team NHL 
wrapped itup by taking a 4-2 
lead in the second. 
I 
Give co 
Christmas 
Seals 
YO(JR gift is a Matter 
of Life and Breath 
,..,our.. 0,,.rin, II 
ART 101-3 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS I 
A course in which the student is introduced tovarious techniques, skills, and 
the theory of design. Basic design techniques, composition, "and the 
development of design are studied in relation to nature, geometrical form, 
and man-made form. 
Instructor: Dave Comfort 
Begins: 
Monday, January 8, 1979 at 7:00 p.m. 
Place: 
Room 103A - Administration Building 
Northwest Community College 
5~31 McConnell Avenue, Terrace , 
Tu i t lm:  $25.50 
~:i:~:i:i:i:!:~:!:i:~:!:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i:~:i:~i:i:~:i$~:i:!::. '.:: ======================== .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  : :: :::: :::::::: ::::: : .... 
i:i:i$~:i:~:~$!:i:~:~:~:i:i$i$~:~:!:!:~:~:~:i:~$i:!:~:i:!:!:~:i::::.~ ..... '  
Art 101-3 can be taken for either University transfer credit or for general 
interest 
For more information call Norm Webster 625-6511 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
BRADOR is our brewmaslcr s finest acldewment. 
BRADOR from MOLSON. 
, . . . , , 
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FRIDAY .5 p,m, to midnigSt SATURDAY 5 p,uln, to midnigSt 
I 
1 
1 
t 
..._~ 
I 
( 
! 
2 KING 3 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 2 KING 3 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS (NBC) (CBC) (CTV) (PB~) (NBC) (CB~) (CTV) (PB$) 
I 
Burnett Moore Million Rogers Adventure Hockey Like Anew 
News Hourglass Dollar Electric KING 'Los Angeles Dancing Cont'd. 
14s Cont'd. Cont'd. Man Company 145 News At Vancouver' Cont'd. i Cout'd. 
 o.d G- - .   o.d 
i Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Years ~ Is Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour A Classic 
Cont'd. Laveme and Cont'd. Dick ~)  : 3o Animal Cont'd. Ceat'd. Julia 
145 Cont'd. Shirley Cont'd. Cavett :45 World Cont'd. Cont'd, Child 
To.-" . ' "  D.D°wnr" --Ma-- K..Wild --d--d - - . - -  --dN°Va 
Hollywood Cont'd. Circus Crockett's Gong Cont'd. New Cont'd. 
1As Squares Cont'd. Cout'd. Garden 145 Show Cont'd. Year Cont'd. 
~ ) ~ Bob Allln J. Davidson Washington ~ Special Sat. Night Academy Life 
~ i  • Hope The Family Christmas Week i 'The Stingiest Movie Performance Around Us 
Christmas Front Page Cont'd. Wall St. Man in 'Oklahoma 'It Happened Fall & Rise 
45 Special Challenge Cont'd. Week as Town' Crude' . One Christmas' Of Perrin 
C)  ~ Rockford Loto Rockford ' :  Masterpiece : 'r~ ]0~' Lifeline Cout'd. Cont'd, Christmas 
i Files Canada Files Theatre Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Heritage 
Cont'd. Special Cont'd. Cout'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd, Cont'd. 
4s Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 4s Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd, Cont'd, 
, ~q 0G E. Capra Dallas Sword of Turnabout , ~ i  0~ Weekend Cont'd. Fantasy Christmas 
il.i I ,s Mysteries Cont'd. Justice -.~ ~Cr°nt'd'-" ~ iS Cont'd. Cont'd. Island Celebration 
3o i Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ~, inema: 3o Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Special 
I n 4s Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ . .  u i 4s Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I ! 
a ~ 0o News The CTV ' Soundstage a ~ oo KING The CTV Percussion 
is Cont'd. National News Cont'd. | ~ s News ~ ::~'~;.,::1 National News Noel 
3o Tonight Night News Hour Cont'd. ; 3o Saturday ~i~!:.'~ l:Nigllt'i News Hour Sat. Night 
i i. i i 4s Show Final Final Cont'd. a | i 4s Night Final Final Movie 
' 2  Cont'd. Kojak Late The ~ an ,2  ~ Live Late Show Late 'Sunshine' 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Show New Cont'd. 'The Show Cont'd. 
3o Cont'd. Cont'd. 'The Black Avengers : Cont'd. Ambushers' 'White Cont'd, 
s n 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Rose' Late Movie 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Christmas' Cont'd. 
SATURDAY 10 a.m. to 5 p,m, SUNDAY 
i a a  i m u m m i i i m i i D  
~ d a y .  ,'.,, , . .  NFL NFL Washington 
, ~,ln[ 0o~.' Yogi,s .. Peanutsand George ' " Studio ~ " ' .  : :~:~" :F6otball Playoff Week 
Is Space Popcorn Cont'd. " ' See ~ i 130 [ 'Doctor Cont'd, 'Miami at Wall St. qr 3o Race Curling Kidstuff F reesty le ,  ~ Cont'd, Houston' Week 
a s d 4s Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. :00 i C°nt'd. Wil "~'=========-'-~ Cont'd. Blac~ ~'===='~ 
: IS I Contd, Kingdom Cont'd. Perspective g • 0o Fabulous Cont'd. Cont'd. The : 30 | Contd. Horst Cont'd, Live From 
ts Funnies Cont'd. Cont'd. Growing Cont'd. Koehler Cont'd. The Met 
.~ 30 Bay City Cont'd. Show Years : 45 ~ ~ 
| s | 45 Rollers Cont'd. Biz Cont'd, ~ :o0 Cont 'd ,  ~ Cont'd. 'Tusca 
5 
: ~| 5 Cont'd. To See Cont'd. Cont'd, 
i ~ :~ Vegetable Cont'd. McGowan Feeling :, Americana Money Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Soup II Cont'd. And Company Free , Cont'd. Magazine Cont'd. Cont'd. 
£ 30 What's Cont'd. Liberty Child's ~ ~ ~ McGowan ~ Cont 'd~ i I 4s This G'tion. Cont'd. Bowl C'mas In Wales Cont'd, Canada And Co. Cont'd. 
:NBC Religious Hymn Question Cont'd. 
a co Wildlife Cont'd 'Missouri Movie 145 i Program Sing Period Cont'd. 
30 Hockey 100 Huntley Cont'd. And the 3 :'sl0s The Press Bunny World Cont'd. 
KING Cout'd, Capital German s s 45 Cont'd. Street Cont'd. Lion' ~ 1As News Cont'd, Comment Soccer 
2 ~ Soviet Cont'd. Cont'd. Conttd. ~ Cont 'd .~ World o ~  News Cont'd. 
- Union vs i Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Disney Hour Cont'd. 
30 Seattle ~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 4s Breakers i Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ':AS How Cont'd. Cont'd. Special Come? Cont'd, Cont'd. 'Christmas Eve On 
The , oo Special Selfish Sesame 
• dPI i oo Cont'cL Circle Cont'd. Magic of / ii5 ~mahl and Beachcombers Giant street , 
! I~ Cont'd. Square Cont'd. _OiiPainting ~ :30 he Night , ature Night before Tutankhamun s 
_ '  I 30 Cont'd. CBC Journal "~tankhamun's 
~kd~ 4~ Cont'd. Curling International Egypt ~ :4~ Visitor s . _ . .~__  Of Th ing~ Chr i s tma~ Egypt.__=L._==..~. 
• co Big Emmet Battlestar Peege 
co Cont'd, Cont'd. All Star Firing V 1 !~ Event ~Otter's Galactiea Cont'd. 
• 1~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Wrestling Line ~r~ :3o Huckleberry Band Cont'd. Sing We 
I, i 30 i Great Amer. Reach for Cont'd. Cont'd. == ~ 45 Game The Top I Cont'd. Cont'd. V : 4s Finn' ! Cont'd. Cont'd. Noel 
Cont 'd~ ~ Johnn='--'~ ~ Masterpiec=='======'~'~ ~ 
p I l l l l i l  l l l l i l i l l l l l l l i l l l l  l l i i l i l l l l l l l  l l l i l  |m i l l  l i l~  |l U~ :15:30 Cont'd.C°nt'd' • [[Alm°ndScont'd, ChristmasCaSh Cont'd.Theatre 
: ~ ~ | V :45 Cont'd. I Cont'd. Show Cont'd. 
i "°~b,. ~ ~ | ~ ~ :00 Special I Christmas a gary Messiah 
: " ~ : ~  ~ . : ( | i i l  i '.15 Cont'd. [Around Philharmohie Oratorio 
| | | | '.30 Cont'd. [The . Cont'd. Cont'd. 
: .. " - " ~ ~ I ~ I ~ 9 1  : I ~ Contd .  ~ Cont'd. Contd. 
~ : " ~ ' . L '  , | eli ~ :O0 Christmas National CTV Cont:d. 
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Just highly 
paid slaves ? 
TORONTO (CP) -- When 
National Hockey League 
star Phil Esposito was 
traded to New York from 
Boston nearly three years 
ago, he didn't want to go, 
"But unfortunately in our 
position you don't have a 
choice," Esposito says. "It's 
almost like slavery." .. 
Brian Glennie, former To- 
ronto Maple Leaf defen- 
ceman, says he felt the same 
way when he moved to Los 
Angeles this season to play 
for the Kings,. 
Two years ago, 
Philadelphia 76era of the 
Nat iona l  Basketba l l  
Association paid a team in a 
rival league $3million for 
Julius (Dr. J.) Erring. 
Erving, who signed a $3- 
million contract, told Sports 
Illustrated magazine that 
some owners in professional 
sports think of the players as 
they would a set of toy trains. 
"They exchange players 
like toys and run their lives." 
Lawyer Clayton Ruby says 
he has little sympathy for the 
players with large contracts. 
The average yearly salary 
in the National Hockey 
League is about $90,000, and 
stars like ~ Darryl Sittler of 
Toronto Maple Leafs make 
more than $200,000 a year. 
But Ruby describes the 
binding of players to teams 
as economic oercion. 
"Many of these people 
don't have any other skills. 
The law says you have the 
right ~not o sign your con- 
• tract." But in effect, he says, 
this means that the players 
have the right to starve. 
Esposito says that 'in the 
9t~ years he played for 
Boston Bruins he became 
close to his team-mates, 
Then he was told of his trade 
to New York and that he 
would 'have to play for 
Rangers the same night. 
"Probably the toughest 
thing I ever did in my life 
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was to say good.bye to my go off and look for a fur- 
team-mates•that d y. l still ' nished apartment some- 
don't know if I've ever got 
over that." 
Esposito left his two 
children, now 10 and 14, in 
Boston, and is able to see 
them only during time off 
and during the summer. 
Another trade might come 
anytime, sending him 
anywhere on the continent. 
"I'd have to leave my wife 
alone to pack all the clothes 
and sell the furniture while I 
where," Esposito says. 
"It's worse for the young 
players with small children. 
"Sport is not a kid's game. 
It's a tough business and 
anyone who can't treat it 
that way is going to get badly 
hurt. I know, because I've 
been there." 
"But it's like they own you. 
It's tough. You can't just 
leave if ~,ou want to. 
• ~'!iiii,'~i ~ 
.' .~ ~:~,,~:~:~ . 
• ~ ¢,~ ! 
• ,::~ .. :~ ~ - 
SELECTED 
~ LUGGAGE 
A'selection of smartly 8tylbd luggage at low', 
prices. Be prepared for your next trip, 
K mart Regular List Price 
FROM 14.00 UP 
K mart Special Price 
25% °,, EACH 
2 LB. BAG OF 
SATIN MIX CANDY 
A delicious mixture of savory candy. Stocl 
up now for your Christmas supply. 
K mart Sale Price I B~at'~ 
CRUNCHY TAVERN 
NUTS-- 350 g TIN 
A great buy on Tavern !sl i
nuts. Serve them up at 1 1 3 
parties or for snacks. 
Tin 
K mart Sale Price 
• SESAME NUT 
MiX - 326 g 
Se.mon tm,x,.t.,, 15Ti ? and nut r i t ious ,  A 
value-priced purchase 
for you. 
K mart Sale Price 
F 
7 OZ. TIN 
POPPYCOCK 
Pop some Poppycock 
in your mouth and see 
what a tasty treat it is. 
• K mart Sale Price 
1 in7 
i i 
Prices Effective 'till Saturday, December 23rd 
• While Quantifies Last 
We reserre the right to limit Quant!ties 
CHRISTMAS 
WRAP PACK 
4 OR 6 ROLL 
Choose from selected 
Christmas wrap. Per- 
fect to wrap up last 
minute buys. Also, 
stock up for next year. 
K mart Regutar List Price 
FROM 3.25 TO 4.25 
K mart Special Price 
IFFEACH PACK 
CHRISTMAS 
LIGHTS OR 
BULB SETS 
Light up your holiday 
festivities. Choose 
from selected light 
sets or bulbs• Stock 
up on replacement 
bulbs. 
g mad Regular List Price 
FROM 77¢ TO 23.97 
K marl'Special Price 
50% 
OFF EACHOR SET 
) 
:~ilii: 
ASSORTED 
CHRISTMAS 
CARDS! 
Use them with pres- 
ents or stock up for 
next year. 
K mart Regular Ltst Price 
FROM 3,25 TO 4.25 
K mart Special Price 
50% 
OFF EACH PACK 
ASSORTED 
CHRISTMAS 
DECORATIONS 
Now at these great 
prices, you can add 
finishing touches to 
your Christmas deco- 
rations. Selected 
stock. 
K mad Regular LISt Price 
FROM 99¢ TO 1.99 
K mart Special Price 
50% 
OFF EACH OR SET 
BOX OF 8 
CHRISTMAS 
CRACKERS 
Wonderful noise- 
makers are party fa- 
vorites. Say Merry 
Chr istmas with 
K mart. 
K mart Regular 
Lilt Price 2,97 
K mart Special Price 
pAn/0F  
MEN'S AND BOYS' SKATES 
Brand name skates in assorted styles and sizes. 
MEN'S 
SKATES 
K mart Regular List Price 
FROM 27.97 TO 79.97 
K mart Special Price 
% 
OFF 
EACH PAIR 
BOYS' 
SKATES 
K mart Regular List Price 
FROM 24.97 TO 49.97 
K mart Special Price 
% 
OFF 
EACH PA IR  
• .::.. 
:~  . . . .  ,% 
d )~ ' i  ~.~ 
/. 
~ .. ~; 
A SALE 
OF SALES 
JUST FOR YOU! 
K mart  gives you Boxing 
Day  D iscounts  be fore  
Chr i s tmas  -- when you re. 
a l l y  need them.  The Pre- 
Christmas Sale is perfectly 
t imedso you can save on this  
~ earSs hol iday purchases. east your eyes on these fabu- 
lous bargains. Come on over to 
K mart and take your pick of 
selected clearance clothing, 
sports  equipment,  skates, 
cand ies ,  decorat ions  and 
much more. 
% 
OFF 
SELECTED HANDBAGS 
Attractive handbags to match your wardrobe. 
Buy now and save. 
KmartnegulllrLisgPrlce 9 R  % O f f  ,.o.,00u, I¢-IIO EACH K mart Special Price 
GIGANTIC 
CLEARANCE 
ON SELECTED 
CLOTHING ITEMS 
Choose from a wide variety o f  
selected clearance clothing. Prices 
are slashed to meet your budget in 
a satisfactory way. No time to lose 
- -come on over to K mart and cash 
in on these fantastic buys. 
CANADIAN 
MADE HOCKEY 
STICKS 
J Laminated shaft with high impact plastic 
heel insert. Woven fibreglass wrapped 
blade. 54-55" long. 
I Kmart l~Q7 I 
Special I I 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
NEAREST ,~...o.'. STORE 
J 
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~Wi i~ds~?~G ~ ~M~G~!~:f~LLreg~:?tPhh:~: parliamentary rules must be , Thursday forced House e ua changed to give committees -- 
more power. debate in January on lagging 
reform of the federal prison committee, said some prog- argued that it was relevant Mrs. Holt said the con- 
, ' 
_ *D: : "~'~ 
system. 
"We've served notice on 
the penitentiary service and 
commissioner Donald 
Yeomans that we are not 
satisfied with imple- 
mentation of our report," 
Simma Holt (L--Vancouver- 
Kingsway) said in an in- 
terview. 
She was among committee 
members who 18 months~ago 
produced a report containing 
65 recommendations for 
prison reform. The report 
said the prison system is in 
crisis and reform is needed 
at once. 
ross has been made but key 
recommendations in the 
report have not been dealt 
with. 
MacGuigan ruled in- 
admissible a motion by 
Stuart Leggatt tNDP--New 
Westminster) that the 
committee suspend sessions 
until the government acts on. 
the report. 
He also ruled that a motion 
by James McGrath (PC--St. 
John's East) to seek a 
watchdog role from the 
House was inadmissible 
because it wasn't relevant to 
the matter before the 
because the abuse of 
children leads many of them 
into prison as adults. 
Bruce Halliday tPC-- 
OxfordL a physician who 
helped produce the prison 
reform report, said the 
credibility of Parliament 
will be at stake if action 
doesn't result from an all- 
party report that received 
unanimous House approval 
in June, 1977. Prisoners and 
public had asked MPs 
whether they were really 
serious about reform and the 
MPs bad replied that they 
were. 
i 
Taiwan to cont inue 
nection between child abuse 
and criminality had been 
clearly made• But the prison 
system gave prisoners no 
help and it was the system, 
not the Commons, that 
determined how money was 
really spent. 
MacGuigan allowed a 
motion by Allan Lawrence 
(PC--Northumberland- 
Durham) asking the House 
to enlarge the committee's 
terms of reference on the bill 
of rights for children to in- 
clude incarceration of chil- 
dren and adults. 
MacGuigan was to put the 
motion before the Commons 
today but because 48 hours 
notice is required for debate, 
it is unlikely to be debated 
until aRer the Christmas 
I 
i 
i 
•"~r~ 
I 
Letters 
To 
Santa 
..,..:~'~', 
t 
i 
i ,.i.,'." 
• ~V,. 
If you are 70 years old and 
have a driver's iieence, keep 
an eye on your mail. You will 
he receiving a form from the 
Motor Vehicle Branch telling 
you that you must pass a 
medical examination ff you 
wish to continue driving. 
If you succeed you will be 
given a driving examination 
under the watchful eye of a 
Motor Vehicle Branch 
examiner. 
Your score on the medical_ 
and  driving examinations 
will result in your retaining 
or losing your lie, nee. If you 
pass you will be re-examined 
every few years -- the in- 
terval depending on your 
previous mark and your age. 
Many people turn in tbew 
driver's llcence when they 
realize that they are no 
longer able to cope with 
traffic, or when they become 
uncomfortable behind the 
wheel, but many more do 
not. Stubbornness or lack of 
judgment convinces some 
that their reflexes are as 
quick as ever, and they 
continue to drive. All too 
often it takes an accident to 
convince them that they 
should stop driving. 
The doctor must report tlm 
state of his patient's health 
to the authorities. Along with 
the examination result, he 
provides his opinion as to 
TAIPlgl tAP) --  Govern- foreign ann Chinese bust- The U.S. action spurred a The government bad ~" , 
ment and private leaders are nessmen and most citizens flow of support for President ignored report after report 
confident Taiwan will agreed that Taiwan can Chiang Ching-kuo and the 
recommending reform of the remain secure and m~nage quite well without government reported $4 prison system Unleasaction 
prosperous despite thepeking.U.S, official ties with the United million in national defenee was taken swiftly, a federal .t _ _  o./.:-.~'"" 
diplomatic switch to States, as long as economic contributions had been election •next year would ~[ 
P res ident  Car ter ' s  links remain, collected by Tuesday. 
recognition of mainland produce a new Parliament, | ~ i 
China last Friday triggered The Taipei government A few taxi drivers refused and probably another .~ , 
committee to deal with the *'..L" & rowdy demonstrations and urged Taiwaneae to control totakeAmericanpassengers . .  .o,,,. 
flag.burning at the U.S. their anger at the U.S, for and some foreigners were next prison cnsm. " ... o',.. 
i 
EmbassyandaU.S, miUtary severing formal ties and stopped on the slreet, asked Thirteen MPs were ' w l t tners  D :: 
compound. But once the terminating its 30-year- if theywere American, and assignedin0ctober, 1976 t o  .8 l r l FT"*_ : . _  
in i t ia l  fury subsided, commitment to defend this informed vigorously, but look into the causes of prison " " i  rawn Dec. 21$t, 1978 
government  o f f i c ia l s ,  republicof 17 million people, politely, that Washington's violence after three riots in  ~ ' " 
move was a betrayal, maximum-security : ~,. 
/ FO HEALTH Carter issendinga deputy penitentiaries" ' ' * l ' t  i state sei~retary, Warren They toured prisons aeross i HEATHER SQUIRES 4917 
Christopher, to Taipei next Canada, talking to prisoners, | 1 S Lambly Terrace 
week to explain that the U.S. guards, administrators and ' , T, .. 
will work to persuade Peking volunteers. ~i~'  WO N $ 20 .00  Gift  c e r t i f i cate  
to seek a peaceful solution on theTheyprisonreC°mmendedsystem that be ,':'-~'\',' D 
DR. BOB YOUNG Taiwan's future, divorced from the Public ! "  DONATE BY  Gordon & Anderson Ltd. 
• is,.,.. Militarily, thenatiunalists ServiceCommission--whose .1:6:1. dEANNETTE MAITLAND 418 Ha is la  0.'.~... 
whether licenee restrictions defeat any attempt by China impossible to discipline Kitim at Vi l lage, B,C. • i ''''~'.• 
(speed, daylight only, no 
freeway driving) should 
apply. 
The examination and 
completion of the form is no 
problem if the doctor, knows 
his patient well. The form 
,even asks "How many years 
has this person been your 
patient?" The dOctor knows 
what illnesses the patient 
has, the drugs he is taking, 
and how he is functioning in 
general. He usually knows 
whether the patient should 
he driving or not before he 
examines him. 
The examination and 
questioning of a new patient 
has to be more enquiring for 
the protection of both par- 
ties. 
Only a few patients are in 
the doubtful group. The 
doctor (and the patient) can 
request a second opinion in 
these ases, should a dispute 
arise. 
It is difficult o tell an old 
time patient hat he or she 
can no longer drive. It must 
he stressed that the decision 
is not only for his own 
protection, but also for the 
protection ofhis passengers, 
pedestrians, and other 
drivers, 
Info-Health is a service of 
the British Columbia 
Medical Association and this 
newspaper. 
are judged strong enough to 
to attack the island, and no 
one really believes Peking 
will try it. The Pentagon has 
said Taiwan will receive at 
least $625 million in major 
U.S. arms over the next five 
years. 
Taiwan could be hurt, 
however, by a naval 
blockade since almost all of 
its oil and much other vital 
material is imported, and 
the nationalist navy is small, 
obsolete and vastly out- 
numbered, sources aid. 
Economically, Taiwan is 
strong and growing stronger 
rapidly.. The gross national 
product is expected to in- 
crease more than 12 per cent 
this year, following last 
year's 8.5 per cent and 11.5 
per cent in 1976. 
With one of the highest 
standards of living in Asia, 
the Chinese on Taiwan have 
a per capita income ex- 
pected to exceed $1,000 this 
year, up 16 per cent from 
1977. Unemployment has 
dropped from 2.4 per cent in 
1975 to 1.3 per cent last year. 
Foreign trade is expected 
to grow more than 30 per 
cent his year to well over $20 
billion. More than 25 per cent 
of that trade is with the U.S., 
with the island carrying a 
$2.5-billion surplus. 
Christmas Here... Christmas There..• 
We are Here  CARE is There  
Join CARE this Christmas as it fights the War on Want in 36 
developing countries overseas. Your 
gift today could make Christmas There 
a little more like Christmas Here 
• ? 
CJMU.  Canada P.o. Bo .~.  No.hV,.co.ve,.S.c. w 
rules appeared to make it 
staff--and turned into an 
elite agency similar to the 
RCMP, with more training, 
better pay, and earlier 
retirement for prison em- 
ployees-as well as far 
nigher working standards: 
Bureaucrats have 
maintained privately that 
this proposal is unworkable 
although it is still being 
studied. 
TheMPs say it is central to 
any real change in the prison 
system. 
; 2nd o  er a  ea or ane , 
I. DONATED BY Ihnadian Propane !. .i . CATHERINE ABERNETH¥ 4z16 T°ck 
' 3 rd  Terrace, 
WON An Assortment of Sweets  
DONATED BY Bert's Delloat¢$$on 
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J i ng le  bel ls .  
c /ore l  stmas. 
To avoid the rush on 
Christmas Day, why not place 
our Long Distance Calls on 
 aturday or Sunday. 
Regu lar  d i scounts  are avai lable December  23rd and  24th, 
so call up when ra tes  a re  down.  
D i rect  dialling (112) is usual ly the cheapest  way  to place 
your  cal ls.  
If you don't know the distant  number ,  you can get  it by 
call ing Long Distance D i rec to l7  Ass i s tance .  But  p lease  do so a few 
days  in advance  to avoid the nlsh. 
For  information on discount per iods ,  a rea  codes  and I ,ong 
D is tance  D i rec tory  Ass is tance ,  p lease  check  your  d i rectory .  
B g. TEL 
RANBR K 
 Report says s,ome 
should have lived 
CALGARY (CP) -- Some 
of the 43 persons who died in 
the crash of a Pacific 
Western Airlines jet aircraft 
at Cranbrook, B.C., last 
Februal'y could have bce~ 
saved if firefighting facilities 
had been adequate, says a 
ministry of transport tMoT) 
report on the crash obtained 
by The Herald. 
coroner's jury after the 
inquest last May. 
The pilot landed and 
deployed the thrust rever- 
sers--bucketlike braking 
mechanisms onthe backs of 
the engines--but when he 
brought the plane off the 
ground the reversers were 
not completely stowed and 
locked. 
saying in a conditional draft 
of the official report that a 
number of passengers 
survived the Feb. 11 crash of 
the Boeing 737 but suc- 
cumbed to toxic fumes and 
fire. Some could have been 
saved if proper resuscitation 
equipment and sufficient 
personnel with appropriate 
training had been available, 
says the draft. 
One stewardess and five 
passengers urvived. Most of 
the passengers were killed 
by the impact of the crash, 
says the report. 
It says rescue efforts were 
hampered because a fire- 
fighting vehicle capable of 
negotiating deep snow was 
not available. 
W. A. Fawcett, the 
ministry's chief of aviation 
safety investigation, said in 
an interview the report is not 
expected to be officially 
released until sometime in 
the new year. The con- 
ditional draft was sent to 
parties who had influence 
over the operation of the 
Boeing 737 or air traffic 
facilities connected with the 
crash. 
Fawcett said the invol~,ed 
parties are expected to 
report any factual errors in 
the draft but he doesn't 
expect many changes for the 
final report. 
At an inquest into the 
crash last May, George 
Grimstad, Cranbrook air- 
port fire chief, said his 
facilities were far below 
what ministry regulations 
required. 
Grimstad said the airport 
should have 11 firefighters, 
one truck with a 1,000-gailon 
foam capacity and one truck .... 
carrying 1,000 pounds of 
chemical fire retardant. 
At the time of the crash the 
airport had one firefighter 
(Grimstad) and one 1,000- 
pound dry chemical truck. 
The Cranbrook and 
Kimberley fire departments 
arrived about 20 minutes 
after the crash but the report 
says it was an hour before a 
road was cleared through 
snow so equipment could be 
used. Both city fire depart- 
ments had to travel about 10 
miles along winding roads to 
get to the airport. 
Firsfighting facilities at 
the Cranbrook airport have 
been upgraded since the 
crash. There now are eight 
firefighters and a foam truck 
in addition to the chemical 
truck. 
The report cites several in- 
stances of weak regulations, 
primarily in the area of poor 
cnmmnnications, that 
contributed to the crash. It 
says air traffic and air. 
worthiness regulations have 
since been upgraded and 
may prevent a recurrence. 
The report says the crash 
took place after the pilot 
tried to abort a landing to 
avoid a snow sweeper on the 
runway. That was the same 
conclusion reached by a 
The newspaper eports Air pressure pulled the left 
ministry investigators as reverser open as the 'plane 
WORK SHOE 
HaQa's 
We carry, Work, Sport, ~ately 
and Leisure Boots and Shoes 
V~ are Fadory trained 
fitting Specialists. 
We can fit anybody. 
In Stock No Waiting 
SizesS-16 
Widths AAA.EEEE 
Quality + Proper Fit 
equals Comfort 
Just oneexample 
Woodsman's Favouflte 
Safety toe 
15 
B-EEE 
sizes 
idt~ 
began to climb and an in- 
terlock system 
automatically pulled the left 
engine throttle into idle re- 
verse. 
With the left engine at idle 
and the right one at almost 
maximum power the plane 
crashed on its left wing from 
a height of about 400 feet and 
burst into flames. 
The report obtained by The 
Herald says regulations for 
thrust reverser design on the 
Boeing 737 are inadequate. 
The design does not 
adequately take into account 
the possibility of an aborted 
landing after reverse thrust 
has been applied. 
The inquest jury criticized 
PWA pilot Chris Miles for at- 
tempting an aborted landing 
after deploying reverse 
thrust, a manoeuvre the 737 
pilot's manual warns 
against. 
But the ministry report 
said the attempted aborted 
landing was probably "a 
reflex action" and Miles 
may have been confused by 
sections of the manual 
dealing with reverse thrust. 
Although technically 
correct, provisions of the 
Boeing 737 operations 
manual relating to thrust 
reversers could be mis- 
leading to a pilot. 
Investigators say the PWA 
flightcrew faced an unusual 
set of circumstances. 
The aborted landing are/" 
touchdown and reverse 
thrust initiation, being an 
abnormal  manoeuvre  
a@inst which a caution had 
been issued, was not 
provided for in the plane op- 
eratjng manual or in 
training. . . . . . . . .  
Investigators found two 
other PWA pilots who had 
successfully aborted lan- 
dings because of slippery 
runways after applying 
reverse thrust. 
The two incidents were not 
reported but the ministry 
report speculates Miles may 
have heard about them and 
that information, coupled 
with the confusion in the 
manual, ed him to believe it 
was a safe manoeuvre. 
The report said the 
estimated time of arrival for 
the PWA flight given to 
Not 
listed 
in 
our 
B.C. 
Tel 
Directory. 
Cranbrook airport by 
Calgary air traffic control 
was "considerably in error" 
and contributed to the snow 
sweeper being on the runway 
when the scheduled flight 
arrived. 
It said the ministry has an 
insufficient system of 
communications between air 
traffic controllers and 
smaller airports which 
maintain air radio stations 
but not control towers. 
The pilot should have 
radioed Cranbrook on his 
final approach and given his 
position, thus correcting the 
inaccurate time of arrival, 
but there are no regulations 
requiring a pilot to make a 
position report. 
• The report says reporting 
of incidents uch as aborted 
landings because of vehicles 
on runways is inadequate. 
Reporting by pilots to their 
companies or to the ministry 
of transport has been  
sporadic and there is no 
system for collecting the 
information. 
The report criticized the 
pilot for not radioing 
Cranbrook when he began 
his final approach to the 
airport. 
The Cranbrook air radio 
operator and the .snow 
sweeper driver both ex- 
pected the flight would 
report, thus giving the 
vehicle operator about seven 
minutes to get off the run- 
way. 
Without the expected 
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report Cranbrook airport ' l '~ .w.~ rrw zT  TT~ 
personnel believed the plane 
would land 10 minutes later 
than it actually did. 
Th e report also criticizes 
Miles for chatting to another 
pilot on. the PWA radio 
frequency at the same time 
as the first officer was 
receiving a weather eport 
andthe information from 
Cranbrook airport that the 
snow swecpr was on the 
runway. 
It.notes that First Officer 
PeteryahOort 
acknowledged receiving the 
runway conditions report; 
but that is no guarantee he 
beard the part of the mes. 
sage about he snow sweeper 
or that, if he.did, .he passed 
the information on to Miles. 
"The "failure to report on 
final approach and the. un- 
necessary chattei" on 
company frequency 
represent an unacceptable 
standard of cockpit practice 
and discipline." 
The report says 
regulations covering thrust 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
reverser design should be 
changed. 
"The ability to abort a 
landing even after touch. 
• down would seem to he a 
desirable, i f  not essential, 
feature." 
The report says United 
States Federal Aviation 
Administration' standards in 
the area of aborted landings 
and thrust reversers must be 
considered either inadequate 
or ill-defined. 
Three soldiers 
shot in Ireland 
CROSSMAGLEN (Reuter) 
-- Three British soldiers 
were shot to death on the 
main street of this border 
village Thursday in the 
bloodiest attack on British 
forces in Northern Ireland in 
almost hree years. 
Witnesses aid the back 
,.doo~s_..0f a red van were 
-thrown ~pen and gunmen 
aimed heavy bursts of 
machine-gun fire at a six- 
man foot patrol of the elite 
Grenadier Guards. 
Three soldiers were dead' 
by the time helicopters 
ferried them to a hospital in 
Belfast from this staunchly 
anti-British village. It 
brought to 14 the number of 
British soldiers killed in 
Northern Ireland this year. 
Police and soldiers quickly 
sealed off the village and 
helicopters and spotter 
planes combed the network 
of nearby lanes, searching 
for the van that carried the 
gunmen. 
Irish Republican Army 
• guerrillas began ex- 
cellerating their winter 
terrorist campaign earlier 
this week by setting off 
bombs in six English cities. 
Nine perso~ were injured in 
the blasts. 
The new offensive, by the 
IRA's violent Provisional 
wing, is designed to show 
that the guerrillas, who are 
campaigning to end British 
rule in the province, are not 
a spent force. 
Last Tuesday, a British 
soldier was shot to death by a 
sniper in Belfast. 
Cressmaglen, on Northern 
Ireland's border with the 
Irish republic, has always 
been a guerrilla stronghold. 
British troops occupy a 
fortress in the village and 
rarely set foot outside. 
Clean air subject 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
WashingtGn and Ottawa 
have begun talks on a 
Canada-U.S. clean air treaty 
that would act as a 
diplomatic umbrella for 
cross-border disputes. 
; Ray Robinson, a senior 
environment department 
Cyrus Vance and External converted to dilute sulphuric Robinson said. But some 
Affairs Minister Don acid and falls as "acid rain." environmental ists ay 
Jamieson agreed during Bodiesofwatersuchasthe s veral lakes in the 
Vance's visit here in No- Great Lakes are apparently Adirondack mountaim inthe 
vember that discussions able to handle the acid rain northeastern U.S. have been 
should begin on a treaty, without too much damage, seriously affected already. 
Canada doesn't accept 
U.S. complaints about Not like the movies 
: Quick-Silver Delivery - 638-8387 
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Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
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official, says negotiators are Environment department 
scrutinizing air pollution officials say studies have 
from two nagles--a treaty to 
deal with local trans- 
boundary problems and a 
longer-term effort to cope 
with sulphur dioxide 
travelling long distances. 
Robinson and external 
affairs officials stressed in 
recent interviews that 
discussions are only at an 
early stage and negotiators 
have not decided what 
principles they want in the 
agreement. 
Behind the discussions are 
local irritants such as 
• sulphur dioxide emissions 
from Canadian thermal 
power plants along the 
border at Atikokan in nor- 
thwestern Ontario and 
Poplar River in Saskat- 
chewan. 
But the two countries are 
LONDON . (CP) -- 
shown the Americans have Christmas in England-the 
nothing to fear from the waifs standing beneath the 
Canadian plants. 
Canadian negotiators 
noted in the first round of 
talks in Washington late last 
week that provinces have 
broad authority in the air 
pollution field and will have 
to be consulted. 
Robinson said it is likely to 
take months to conclude 
even a general agreement 
prohibiting injury to people 
and property across the 
international boundary. 
Research on the long- 
range transport of sulphur 
dioxide was expected to take 
considerably onger. , 
Environmental experts 
believe transmission of 
sulphur dioxide over long 
street light and piping GOd 
Res Ye Merrie Gentlemen. 
Bing Crnsby singing White 
Christmas on the radio. 
Aiastair Sire on television 
going from curmudgeon to 
all kindly and conscience- 
stricken as Scrooge in A 
Christmas Carol. 
A countryside wreathed in 
snow like a traditional 
Christmas card. 
Bah. Humbug. Not this 
year, Charlie. 
In the first place, if the 
weather office knows what 
it's tailing about--and the 
bookies are offering odds 
that it does-- the rain will 
continue to pelt down over 
the festive l~eriod. 
And, unless the British 
also interested in the cost 
and impact of sulphur 
dioxide sweeping long 
distances by air to fall as 
"acid rain." That rain might 
delay the growth of trees, 
pollute soil, damage fish 
stocks and hurt the economy. 
The talks stem from 
demands in the U.S. 
Congress for an air quality 
agreement. Congressmen 
from Minnesota and Mich- 
igan have been complaining 
the U.S. hasn't made much 
headway on the Atikokan 
and Poplar River disputes. 
So U.S. State Secretary 
distances is a problem; but 
they don't know how serious 
it is, Robinson said. 
Before governments begin 
clean.up campaigns they 
need to know where it comes 
from, where it is going and 
how severe a blow it is 
economically, he said• 
Environmentalists 
estimate the U.S. now pumps 
20 million tons of sulphur 
dioxide into the air every 
year. Canada, with less 
industry, produces four 
million tons. 
Mixed with water in the 
air, sulphur dioxide is 
moppets who cluster on the 
doorsteps each year and 
bellow carols through the 
letterbox• 
When, however, was the 
last time you heard a waif? 
Newspapers here are 
bemoaning the fact that 
they're becoming a dying 
breed. Those who do have a 
goat it really don't appear to 
have their hearts in it. 
The only gang to assault 
our place this season had a 
vague, off-key idea of the 
tune, but the words came out 
something like Go Dressed 
Ye Merrie Gentlemen. 
Not a bad bit of advice in 
this weather. 
Keith Waterhouse, writing 
in The Daily Mail, suggests 
that Mrs. Margaret That- 
cher, head of the Con- 
servative party, had 
Broadcasting Corp. can something other than the 
conjure up some of that good current state of English 
will to men with the carol-singing in mind 
Association of Broadcasting 
Staff, the television screens 
will remain black on the 
magic night. 
Don't bother switching to 
the independent channel 
either--it's on strike, too, in 
some parts of the country. 
Well, we can still tune in to 
the Old Groaner to set the 
mood on radio. Better get out 
the records--some of the 
radio stations are calling it a 
silent night as well. 
Ah, well, we still have the 
waifs--those angelic-voiced 
recently when she entoned: 
"This is a land still alive 
with energy and enterprise." 
Well, maybe not. However, 
there are reports emanating 
from the West ComRry that 
householders are enthralled 
by one band of young 
brigands who are rattling the 
decorations with their 
rendition of the traditional 
favorites. 
That is, they were until 
their tape of the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir got 
soaked. 
olltvom'rll Limited Quantities 
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Terrace Store Only One Day Only December 23 
Sale Price A computer memory game with Sa 
Uur Woolworth Reg. Price 57 99 - -~  I 
MENS SLIPPER 
Plaid with plush lining 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price 6.99 
Our Woolworth I Our Woolworth 
Sale Price SUPREME ALUMINUM Sale Price 
. ~ 11 Piece gift set, stainless steel. 
4"  Our Woolworth Reg. Price 99.97 8500 
LADIES HIGH CUT WINTER Our Woolworth 
BOOT Sale Price 
Pile lined, side zipper, burn1 
chestnut. 800 
OUr Woolworth Reg. Price 14.77 
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line shades 16oo .  
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Our Woolworth Reg. Price 3.37 ~1~/77 
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8oo 
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FROM THE CHURCH 
I 
by Frank Johnson 
Heart disease, which is 
fast becoming a national 
disaster, is taking hundreds 
of lives every year. One of 
the saddest facts of this 
disease is that some of our 
young people turn out to be 
victims. 
Then, as if heart disease 
were not enough, there is the 
awful scourge of cancer. I
could go on lisUng mapy 
more ailments that leave us 
feeling miserable most of the 
time. Can an individual do 
anything that will increase 
Give to 
Christmas 
Seals  
YOUR gift is a Matter 
of Life and Breath 
) r t 
his chances of avoiding 
disease and enjoying good 
health? I think 'yes'. 
Some people would ad. 
vocate the use of this or that 
to aid in good health but I 
would like to explore the use 
of simple, easily accessable 
remedies: pure air, water, 
sunlight, regular exercise, 
and Trust in God. 
Let's consider pure air. 
Tho~e of us who live in the 
great northwest do not really 
appreciate this blessing. All 
the poisonous carbon 
monoxide, hydrocarbons, 
and nitrogen oxide of factory 
and high concentration of 
automobile xhausts are a 
very serious problem. But 
distressing to me is the 
number of people who 
pollute their own air with 
tobacco smoke. 
Besides pure air, pure 
water is important. Most of 
us do not use enough of it. 
Our bodies are made up of 
about 60 percent water and it 
must be replenished 
regularly for much is. lost 
daily in various ways. Many 
people think that by the use 
of Hquids they get sufficient 
water. They get some but we 
still need up to six glasses of 
pure water daily. 
Now let's turn our at- 
tention to sunlight. Of course 
we can misuse sunlight and 
get into real trouble but if 
we use it wisely, it can he of 
tremendous benefit. 
In this day of run-away 
inflation, the correct use of 
place of your doctor's per- 
scripflous. It is also an in. 
teresting point that people 
seem to be of better spirits 
when they are out in the 
sunshine for a period of time 
on a regular basis. 
Another important health 
habit is regular exercise. I 
needn't belavour this point 
for we are continually ac- 
costed with 'participaction' 
ads and advice. Suffice it to 
say; this is all good advice. 
One point, however, don't 
overdo it at first. Condition 
yourself. 
Finally: Trust in ~God. 
"How can that be a health 
principle?" you might 
wonder. Think of it this way: 
It is common knowledge that 
stress, especially over long 
periods of time, can affect us 
physically. If we can reduce 
some of the stress or 
eliminate it completely, 
we're going to enjoy better 
health. Trust in God is a 
tremendous stress reducer. 
Therefore, .Trust !n God 
promotes health. 
Are you filled with guilt 
because you've sinned 
against God and your 
fellowman? Are you anxious 
and fearful about he future 
-- about your future? These 
are forms of stress that can 
interfere with good health. 
Study God's Word, the 
Bible. Learn of the won- 
derful future God plans for 
you. Learn about His 
forgiving love for even the 
worst sinner. Learn how you 
Let us remember the holiday's beginnings. 
AS VOCATION 
Rod Taylor photo. 
sunlight just for our own 
person could be a valuable 
saving. Sunlight, shining 
moderately on one's skin, 
makes it possible for the 
body to manufacture its own 
vitamin D. This vitamin D 
then helps to regulate the 
body's use of calctum: Just 
think, saving the use of all 
these medications. Caution: 
don't use these thoughts in 
can have eternal life and ,. 
forgiveness here and now,'.,, 
TrustGodand His Word, aitdi,,."> WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
you will find it .heaithfu~o' lecline in student enrolment 
hath soul and body. You ~'ill thatsaw one local institution 
begin to appreciate as ne~e~, stop teaching theology 
before what Jesus mei i~ altogether in the late 1960s is 
when He said, "I am co~;~e showing signs of reversing, 
that they might have fiM;t church leaders ay. 
and that they might have it Many senior Winnipeg 
more abundantly." John 1~ clergymen see the growing 
10 ...... '~  number of people looking to 
Zion Bapt i s t  Church 
Corner Sparks and geHh 
Paster Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 Home 636-5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Mnrnina Worshio 11:00 a.m. 
John's College at University .~ e.,~., ~ of Manitoba--where 
seminarians train for the 
ATTEND THE CHURCH teaching ministry--had' theology,to stop 
In 1960, United churches 
across the country had more 
than 700 candidates, in 
OF YOUR CHOICE training atninecentres. By the end of the decade, 
Deacon Bruce Freeman however, two centres had 
been forced to close, and the 
total number of candidates 
.... :. ; . ' ,.; 636-2603 : '* ', ",~ ~,,..,'., "~: ' i "~ " ~ " had~opp,~i t'o 250 :r 
• " TH iS  ........ =uNDAY ..... Corner of Hall iwell and g. Thomas , , '  -,~-, ..~,,~,,, i i ~ :.:'":: " In  ~e last,few ~ears, 
' ches . again  have been 9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching Ireceiving applications from 
Sunday School Ipe°ple wanting to become 
11:00a.m. Morning Worship Service priests. There now are six 
7:30p.m. Singing and Bible Study candidates in training and 
WednesdayS:00 Home Bible Studies CJl~stJan !:te[ormed several more "in various stages of preparedness." 
"You Are Welcome at Uplands" op s~-ar'-s St reet  and el  umuO'ra-:-- Avenue st. John's College is back 
J Reverend S. Van Daalen 
Sunday School - Terrace 10:00 a.m. 
~ S u n d a y  School- Remo 1 : 00 p.m. 
11 : 00 a.m. Worship Service 
e~,  ~4~, f~ ~, ~ ~ ~  5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 
4830 Straumo Avenue, Terrace 636-2312 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m. 
$UNDAYMASSE$ 9:00a.m.  / 
l l :15a .m.  
7: ao p.m. 
Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. 
11:00 a.m. • Holy Communion for the family 
Mm|sler: Reverend Lance Stephens. 635.5855 
Mennonite Brethren Church 
' 3406 Eb/Street 636-3016 ,LVATION ARMY j , ,. 
4637 Wale5 Avenue " 10:00a.m. Sunday School 
SUNDAY 11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
j /  9:30 a.m. Christian Education Hour ~ ~  
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30 p,m,, Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Welo0mee \,/~'~',,t 
TUESDAY NIGHT -/  
7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting YOU To 
WEDNESDAY Worship 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship 
t A? i iPh i '~A V ~ SATURDAY - -  
. ~  7:30 p.m. Youth Group / 
/ KNOX UNITED OHUROH Christian Counselling ~ " ~ .  
Emergency Welfare 
/ .... ;90 ; i ; ; , ; ;  ~;'I IU;" " " ~  Spiritual Resources /CHRIST  LUTHERAN CHURCH  
Minister Reverend Dave Madvn % ,3s.s446or63s-2626 / Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~  / "~.  Reverend Roll gosterud 636,6882 / 
"~.  Sunday School , ~ ~ Morning Service 11:00a,m. 
Senior 12 and up 10:00 a.m. ~ t ~ Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Under 12 - 11.'00 a.m. ~ f'~"~ll~'~--H OF  GOD " ~  Sunday School, Confirmation .~"  
~Worsh ipServke11:OOa.m, /  ~ . jeet . t ,  sv  ~ . , l . . ,  ~ ,  Youthand Adult Classes / . 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B.O. 638-1661 
. Reverend R.L. White :: , 
t 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:O0a.m. ° / 
Prayer Service Wednesday 7:30 . 
T~¢ Host Famous gatk,! m the Wodd "~ 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon host¢~. 
Lois Mohnlnger • 635.5309 
Evelyn Anwetler 635.5571 
i i 
in the theology business with 
21 full-time and 15 part-time 
students ponsored by the 
province's three dioceses. 
Canon Jim Brown, college 
warden, sees a renewed 
seriousness among people as 
one of the reasons for the 
reversal. 
"It was the hard 
seeularity, the moods and 
fashions of the '60s, which 
turned us all, churchmen. 
and non-churchmen alike, 
round and round." 
The United Church now 
has 20 candidates, including 
nine women, in training-- 
twice as many as in 1970- 
and more than 400 in training 
nationally. 
Dr. Howard Mills, 
secretary of the United 
Church's national division of 
ministry personnel and 
education, also attributes the 
change to a reaction to the 
1960s. 
"Many people lost con- 
fidence in the church in the 
'60s and lots of young people 
who would have gone into the 
church went into gbvern- 
ment service, 'social agen- 
cies and things like the civil 
rights movements. 
Jl 
: ,  . .  
the church as a vocation in 
terms of a backlash to the 
secularism of the previous 
decade. " 
Others view the trend as a 
sign that people again are 
turning to the church to give 
meaning to their lives. 
"To some extent it's a 
backlash to the 'God is Dead' 
movement ofthe '60s," says were questions about the 
Father David Jamieson, future of the church: There 
vocations officer of Roman was a desire to wait and see 
Catholic churches in Win- what would happen. 
nipeg. "There has since been a 
He says that aside from period of growth and the 
questions being asked about church's direction has 
society in general in .,the • become clearer." 
19cos and reluctance tom'~ke " In the early 1960s, Roman 
lasting commitments, there "'Catholic churches in Win- 
nipeg were sending about 20 
candidates a year to train for 
the priesththood. By the end 
of the decade, no  ap- 
plications were being 
received. 
Apathy also hit the 
Anglican church. In 1968 the 
situation was so bad that St. 
More turning to ,church 
f ~ 
.? 
i'! 
Christmas holidayhoroscope 
FOR SATURDAY 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast, given for your birth 
Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr, 
• If certain persons complain 
that you're more concerned 
about career llmn with them, 
it only means they wont to 
• spend more time With you. 
Oblige tham today. 
TA~us ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Getting the house ready for 
holiday now 'should provide 
fun for all, but news from a 
distunee may be slightly 
aggravating. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 2O) ! i~  ~'~ 
Ramhun~ous children may 
wear you out now, but join 
them in their concerns. 
Togetherness now brings 
thoughts of marriage to 
singles. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) U I~ 
Exlra work about he house 
should not lead to an 
argument with a close one. 
Assign definite tasks, so that 
no one will feel overburdened. 
LEO 
(July 23 to A.s. 22) ~ 
"',~t aside worry by making 
holiday plans. A work 
situation seems like a duty, 
but loved ones are receptive to 
your party plans. 
VIRGO 
not a good time to dredge up' CANCER 
issues from the past. Feelings (June 21 to July 22) ~.~t-~ 
run deep. The possibility of romance 
TAURUS ~ "  may cause a sudden change in 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) plans. Make'sure you don't let. 
Be moderate in celebrating others down, while you're 
today, as chronic health being swept off your feet. 
conditions could flare up. Let LEO 
your heart rule your head (July 23 to Aug. 22) f~-~ 
when it comes to giving. Unexpected visitors may 
GEMINI ' drop by today, perhaps 
(May 21 to June 20) ]][~r~,:/ causing a disruption of 
You may be-~urprLv~l at the planned activities, or an in- 
depth of your feelings now. It . v/sod guest may not show up. 
seern~ like it's all or nothing in VIRGO 
matters of affection. (Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 I~ .  
CANCER ~ A good day to spread 
(June 21 to July 22) holiday cheer with local visits. 
If you re[rent into your shell An unexpected meeting 
today, it will be difficult f0r though may cause an 
others to get you to come out. alteration of scheduled ac- 
Avoid domestic showdowns Sir/ties. 
and possessiveness. LIBRA 
LEO tq __f~ (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) . J I2 .~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) t~4~{~-~ There are more ways than 
A startling disclosure may one to lose money today. 
lead to a turnabout in your 
thinking. You and a relative 
may be on different wave 
lengths. Avoid a return to 
sibbling rivalry. 
VIRGO • m~ t~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "¥ -~. 
Your attitude towards 
finances may undergo a 
radical transformation. Find 
some .comforting words for 
someone not feeling well. 
LmR~ .n . J~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
• You're in the mood to 
transform your physical 
appearance, perhaps with a 
new hair style or a new look. 
Examine your own motives. 
SCORPIO 
Avoid extravagant friends, 
sa feguard  persona l  
pa~usious, and by.pass risky 
ventures. 
scoRmo m,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You may be suddenly 
romantically attracted to 
someone in an unlikely 
situation. Depending on your 
ingenuity, this may or may not 
be a good thing. 
SAorrrARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A secret rendezvous may 
not turn out as expected, or it 
could be that your privacy is 
interrupted by an unexpected 
visitor. 
Confidential discussions 
about business are favored, 
but not everyone w~ll fulfill a 
part of the bargain. Avoid 
risks. 
PISCES 
GEMINI W#~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Help that arrives in the nick 
of time from an unlikely 
source enables you to finish 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) ) ~  today's duties with aplomb. If 
tired, rest. 
Don't make sudden travel CANCER ~ 
plans with new acqunintances, (June 21 to July 22) 
as the trip may not turn out as An exciting and unexpected 
expected. Sidestep ill-advisedmeeting has romantic 
adventures, possibilities. Be open to new 
avenues of entertainment and 
YOU BORN +TODAY are turn the unusual to your ad- 
scientific, artistic, and vantage. 
practical. In whatever field LEO t ~  
you choose, you have the (July23 to Aug. 22) 
chance to become an in. Others touch your feelings 
novator, if you overcome a .in unexpected ways. 
tendency towsrds vacillation Congeninlityathmneprovides 
as well as a sense of in. theright setting for furthuring 
feriority. Have the courage of romantic interests. 
your convictions and accent VIRGO • ]1~ 
your individuality for your (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
best success. Occupations A late present or card may 
which you'll find congenial bring special Joy to you. Get in 
include writing, science, art, touch with those at a distance 
and being the head of your who would be happy to hear 
own business. More tolerant from you. 
than most Capricorns, 
nevertheless, you have strong MBRA 
principles. Birthdate of (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) A 'L~ 
Conrad Hilton, hotel 
executive; Clara Barton, 
founder of the Red Cross; and 
Isaac Newton, scientist. 
TUESDAY 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) t~/~..~ 
The outcome of unexpected 
financial developments will be 
to your advantage, so don't get 
touchy if confronted with a 
surprise. 
TAURUS 
Somebody could surprise 
you with a forgotten memento, 
or you could get the urge to 
buy a new year's gift for a 
loved one. 
Scom.lO m,J~c 
(Oct. 22 to Nov. 21) 
Today, you're apt to be the 
center of attention. Accent he 
charming word rather than 
the unusual in behavior for 
your best impression. 
SAGrrrABmS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You may want o save some 
time to catch up with un- 
finished tasks. Inner peace 
makes you content o forego 
center stage. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You'll want o use this day to 
strengthen old friendships and 
to form new ones. Romantic 
opportunities await party- 
goers. 
AQUARIUS .~ . .~  
(Jan. 2O to Feb. lo) 
A social situation has 
unexpected business over- 
tones. By all means, accept an 
invitation from higher ups to 
join them in their activities. 
P Cm 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
• Attending cultural events 
should provide special Joy and 
lead to greater closeness 
between loved ones. Travel 
has an unusual twist. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
flair for beth business and art. , ..,:. ,,,, . .  .~-.--- 
USE CHRISTMAS EALS 
+ , muue:" 
, , ss , s  = , 
Hidden somewhere in the 
paper aretwo Terrace I 
phone numkers, 
Find them, and if one is yours you've 
won. 41 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
(AUg = to 22) (Oct = to Nov. 2I> (DeoCAPR'CORN2' to Jan 
How much to spend and Even though it's holiday Make no financial pledges (Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ 
what to buy -- these are the questions for today. Avoid time, you may be in the mood now that you'll ater regret. A Unusual behavior by 
. impulse buying, as shopping for solitude. Self.ermmination social gathering has unea- someone close may be linke d 
around will lead to better now will lead to some deep pected romantic overtones, to a pleasant happening inthe 
value, insights about yourself, but don't neglect old friends, works for you. Go along, act 
o + _ s  _ + +  
~,~oOo~ 624:2621 or 624-3359 ~ ~ '  (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .J~t.~'~ (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.~....~ tegethemeso. 
The ties of friendship seem ~ omve m Ji m ,+., w, o, mh st. | 
If someone on the homefront especially strong today. You . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  .. : ,  .,; ;. -- ;e ~-  
irritates you, avoid anger and , ~'~ J *****************************  
present your viewpoint may revise your attitude 
ingicaliy Others will be m . .  • • - * 
receptive to your ideas, a long time. CAPRICORN ~ 
SCORPIO I~ ,~ (Dec, 22 to Jan. 19) 
(Oct. 22 to NOV. 21) Discuss with your partner or ~ ~ .It 
words disturb inner peace, wantoutofyourcareer.Inthe 4720 LAKEL,SE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 
Instead, go shopping by process, you may alter some 
yourself und get those special of your attlludes. 4642 Lazelle q SHOWING AT 8 P M 
presents for loved ones now. AQUARIUS ~f f i~  ~ - -  * ' .~ 
SAGrrrARIUS X¢~ (Jan, 20 to Feb. 18) DECEMBER 21-23  Who Is Killing 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Attending a church service 
A busy day of socializing today may make a profound Open 6 a.m. every morning ( the Great  Chefs  of  Europe? ~ 
,will keep you in good spirits, effect on your co~scldUaness. "eXC t Sunday, Open 11 a .m,  * DECEMBER 24.2B'¢10sed ~ * ,'Tin the season to be jolly," You're'philo~phii~M  now end i' 
and you may very well join deeply so. ' .g 
others in caroling. PISCES ~r ~ CLOSED 9 p .m.  da i ly ,  Merry Christmas to All 
CAPRICORN Lead us not into Setup- except - (Dec, 22 to Jan, 19) ~f~ (Feb. 19 to Mar,20) "'~L~, ~ eEe[ueEa  2B-~D 
Only a Capricorn would tat/on" may be your prayer z~,_.~ o ~ _ . ,i 
spend this day concerned for today. Unconscious zr laay  ~x ~aturaay  - ~ a .m.  ~ Hot Lead - Cold Feet 
about business, yet you're not promptings are powerful and ~. ._ .~. .  #~ --, ~ 
at fault, for opportunity is all perhaps unsettling. • ,ag ,#,~ay  " tB p n~. ~ 
around! ~+ ~ DECEMBER 23 MATINEE AQUARIUS ,~,~-~ YOU BORN TODAY are ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "~,=~/~ both practical and I ~ ' ~  
is not n day for doing imaginative. Your dra~tlc )~ I ~ ~  ; Cartoon Festival 
things by yourself. If your nature finds a ready outlet m , ~ ~  ~ .~ 
privacy is interrupted, join acting, music, sculpture, and I ~ ~ )  
others in their plans. Be open art. Yet you can also succeed k .... ~ ~ /  ~ : l~, 
to the suggestions of a close in business and will have ~ " ~ ~  "~ 
one. financial uck in real estate, [ ~ ' + ' ~  . ~ 23 
PISCES ~ '~ manufacturing, and banking ' 
(Feb. 19 [o Mar. 20) , - c~.  Your best success comes when ~ Luncheon Specials ever da ~ Heaven Carl Walt 
vou'u want ~ be fit as a you work for pubUc beumt..--__ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *~ ~ 9161 ~] 
fiddle for this holiday season, You'd make a good journalist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ~ JJ 
so if you feel like going to a critic or public administrator. ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~  ~ Merry Ohristmau to All ~ 26 _._ . 
gym or health spa today, by In any case, you should J~dL~b.]L~I~dk~I)~L~MLP~.----b4~J . . . .  ~ DECEMBER ~ ~  , .  16. W. I1' ]'
all means do so! always keep busy, as when ~[~ ~ 2B-~O ~ Te l l ' , ep  
inactive you tend to~;  ..vD,,.,,,w¢,w,e~v~',rDme~,ee,pre~, ~ . .  •~ YOU BORN TODAY are . 1 t - -  
beth practical and intuitive, daydream, become indo en, ~ . ~ Heaven Carl Walt ~ ~=~----'-'-*~--'---'*~----'-'-*¢ffiffiffi=ffi~tmm=ffimH=m~ 
or get caught up in depression. ~ : 
business and your ability to . ~ [ _ _ ~  
actress; Howard Hughes, diagnose physical ailments . ~ ~ ] " ] j ~  ~ I ~ ~  ~ ~*'k~k** 'k*********k****  
would make you a good capitalist; and Matthew ~ ~]~ 
" +"  " "  S EVE interfere with worldly ARIF, S MONDAY ,,~ ~ E N E W  YEAR'  The 
progress, yet you have (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ~ ~ - -  ~ l ~ V  }vt 
progress/remake you an ideaSinnovatorWhichin yourCan Avoid excessive spending, ~j~ ~ rabb i  ~ . 
field, Though you love art and as there is an element of ~ .~J~ - -n . - - -  e,t~e ~e Management and 
beauty, your desire for a surprise in connection with ~ .A'~ l im i f~. f l  N~ of Tickets ~.\'~. 
practical return on the in- mutual assets. Limit ex -~ ~1]' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~K 
vestment of your time may penditurestenecessaryitems. ~ ~.~ ~ 
make you feel more com- TAURUS ~,---.~ ~ " / .,~l,I.~,.e ~ ~ Staff would like to 
forteble in the bunineso world. (Apr. 20 to May 20) ue(~Tf ~ ~ ' -  . _ ,  ~ m ' ~  ~.  ~ 
Birthdate of Joseph Smith, You may go overboard in a [~ ,~,,~ ~ l [ ,e  ~ ~IE  ,OD:. - 
romantic situation Singles ~ ~p -- r r l l  ~ founder of the Mormon " ~ ~ a 
Chardl;J0seGrec0,flamenco will be prone to love at first ~)~ r'~. ~r,.,.-a-.r--~ ~ thank  a l l  for the i r  
dancer; and J. Arthur Rank, sight, and married couples ~;  I IMA\I~ILUI ~' 
film producer, may act like newlyweds. ~ ~=" ~ "~ ~ 
GEMINI H~e~.  ~ ~9~ 
SUNDAY (May 2l to June 20) ~ $unday~ December  31, 1978 ~ patronage and 
Don't attempt to do too m~ ~j~ 
21 (Mar. to Apr, 19) ise~'~ overt/re yourself or cause ~ 375 City Centre K/t/mat - ww :PnE wish them a 
The emphasis your nerves to frazzle. Limit ~ 
romantic or marital yourself to what has to be ~ 
questions, but it's certainly done. ~,v~3~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ , ~  ~ 
Merry Christmas 
.we CLOSED THE ~l~t~q~W~ ~ ~ O b ' . l ~  ~H 
TIME. and 
TO BUCKLE 
G H R I S T M A S  Happy New Year 
, DAY l 
Modern. S ~orey ,  n~ll cllms molor holll. Good lo¢lflon - I block flora_ 
+'+++++'+- - - ' - - - - - "  BOXING DAY +h. Lakels. Hote l '~  i b|ock=. 12S .Itracnvel~ ll~oi~ed llt-¢ondlUoned rooms, llUdlOl+ t, lki~t'~ ~ ~ ' ~  mils and suites -- ,each with prJvMe bath. + "IV ~ I~ .  Dinky9 .....~ ~o.. ~ .  ~ ,  .~..~,..,-~. s-...~ ...~ 4620 Lakelse , Rooms. I~l~e-ln Iobl~ md bee p~ldem. 
1755 Dm4e SI.eet. Vmcmm~ VGG IWS, Plmee: ~ '1831 ¢oBect i L 
TeleE 04-51161 " ' ". ; :a£ ~ a ' ~ ' ~ _ ~  
: + 
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T.V. GUIDE 
Jill listings subject to change without notice 
GORDON 
AND 
"-HARDWARE STORES 
ill listings hub[sot to 
change without notice. 
T,V, GUIDE 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
TUESDAY , 10 a,m, to 5 p,m, 
..................................................... ++ +, .  ++o 
: High Rollers Announced Move. eLY 
Wheel of Mister Definition MONDAY ;, ,  Fortune Dressup Cont'd. Cont'd. 
~ ~ ~ ~ mmi~m~ 1 ' II~ I~ :00 AJ~erIot.~. Se~an~e WhB,'~ Otto- 
m K..G e c,,K ~ l  oc~ m K~,I • [ i :15 Alive Street Cooking Zoo ~Jl {NBC) ~ {CIBC) . "W ,(CTV) " l  iP-B1[ t i i :30 Cont'd. Cout'd. Mad Gorilla 
dk  MI :45 Cont'd. . Cont'd. Dash Con t'd. 
~ T o B e ~ .  C ~ t m ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  ~ ~ 
i • • :15 High Rollers Announced Movie [Company | q ~I~ :00 Hollywood News-- Movie Sesame ' 
I • • :30 Wheel of Minter 'The ] Snec~ml - | g - ,~  : 15 Squares Bob Swltzer Matinee ' Street 
l i b  V :45 Fortune . Dressup ~ I C'ont'd. | g D"  :30 Days of Search for 'Lad: Cont'd. 
4 4 :00 America Sesame [ Cont'd. ~ i i , , ,  :45 Our Lives Tomorrow A Dog' Cont'd, 
. . :;, *.ve .~.~. ,Cont'd. ' ~  ' q :~~ Co . t 'd~ Bo--7 - ~ ' ~ ~  Boao--T--~ 
l I :3o Contd. ICont'd, iCont'd. • [In Wales i 
i i :45 ~ i ' d ,  Cont'd, .~/ ~ l . - :15  i Cont'd. McLean Cont'd. I And 
I :30 , The Show. Cont'd. [ The, 
4 J i~  :00 ~ i e  ~:;"~ ISpeeial • i :,5 ! Doctors ~ Cont'd. Cont'd. [Beast 
i ,8 '  :3o .~esta IHailey's ['Treasure :~  .: ~ ~  "7  
- J  :IS l World Night World I Cont'd. 
1 I 
:3o i @t~ :00 I Movie Take Alan lover 
J _  ~ d :  ~ i ' "  ~ . • :15 l~I~...dway' Thirty Hame, ,Easy 
~ c ~ ~  ..e ~,mmns , . ] !  :3° I Con t;a. Celebrity Show• I Feeling 
-~ ~ ~ n  .~'" Glass' [ lW' :'~ I uont ¢1. Cooks . . ~ Cont'd. [ Free  
~1' ~ .  CI ont,d_. ICont'd. ": Sing we I ~ ~ 
mi .'~ Cont'd. Cont!d._ Contd. ~ ~ Coui'd. • *,~:i: "FKutstones : * . -  ~ Sesame " 
:oo iCont'd. [Cont'd. |Alan Over I AN[ :15 [ Cont'd. '* ~'+~': Cont'd. "' Is Hight [Street 
• .15 [Cont'd. [ Cont'd. IHamel Easy i I J .  : 30 I ! Cont'd. Carol Cont'd. I Cont'd 
_ ] [  ..30 ICont'd. I Cont'd. [Show Survival I - -E  :45 liCont,d. Barnett Cont'd. [ Cont'd. 
V :45 Movie Cont'd.. Contd. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
• :00 |'Goodbye lClmstmas i Chrintmas ~esame ~ r :oo I'Carol Mary Tyler Six l Minter ; 
• "lS |Mr C. h] izs '  . |Tw~tep tMovie - St r~,t., t ~ :15 IBurnett Moore Million [ Rogers 
i LL  ".30 [Cont'd.- .ITales of I'The Wizard Cont ig . .  [ - ] : 30 J News i Hourglass Dollar J Electric I 
" r  ~ p ~  . . . . .  ; - - "  , ~  
I r ~ n } i  d' Ico~t'd--d~ ~ - - ]  Minter "---'] ~ :oo [Cont'd. " I • News I Big Blue I [ ~ ~ ~n.~o. | Cout'd, . [ l~ers  | 00 Cont'd " Cont'd N 
I t~ : ~ ~ [ Cont'd. I Cont'd. Hour [ Marble ., I | ~ ~ "  t~o. ~ [ Cont'd. [ Eleetrt~ | 
~ ,  _uont~ Cont,d. ~ V : "  ICont'd~ ~ I • | :30 ] t'd. ~ • [ Skeena~ournal, ',:':'" ": Cont'd, ICavett " ' I C ° n t ' d "  .  Dlek " , , : I . .  
, ~ :~ I~_.~:u, • , K:Tei |News [Growing | ~ ~  . - . - - - .~-~ ~ 
I ik~ ~.~Y '  I C~Unas IHour I Years [ ttttt~ : oo [ Seattle I The Paper Headline I MaeNell I 
I • • ~ Y "  I s_Pe~t Ic_°nt~d. I Dick  . I • : ~ 5 I Tonight I Chase Hunters I Lehrer I 
~_m~u~o_nt 'd .  Contd. ~ • :30 IHollywood [Cont:d. What's My JNewsmakers ] 
I - i '  :oo I ? .~ .__  . l__XM.as I GrandOM '[MaeNeil I 
I • ~ ~  I_~..um. c . IC_ount-"y I Lehrer I 
I • ~ u . . m a t _  _ [T~e I Battle I ~ :00 [ Little House I Happy Grandpa[  Evening at I 
~ .  _ , ~'aUecl Chrlstmas Waltoas ~ ~ :15 I On Prairie [Days Goes To l Symvhon~ [ 
[ n ~ _  ~-.o~.-~e i~uper  ICont'd. IFall ot I ~ ~ ~  
[ X ~ m e  I b'pecl~ I Cont'd. I Eagles I 
[ ~ ~ I~ . "  IFrosbJ's [ Cont'd. . . I 
:,~ ~om, u. ~_onr¢_ - _Wtr. W'land Cont'd..,-~!- I ~ ~'  I Big I Threes Carter IC °nt'd. I I ( i  I Ce:o I .15 IF.vent ,Company Country ,C_ont'd. , 
[ j :~.u I.A.t. [The .  [~unshine [Dared I ~ ~ ' q ~ m m ~ - , - , ~ m m m ~  
~ ~ u ~ r a c k e r  C~r~.,t~nas' ~ s~ ~i~ 0~ J Mirsein in [Cont'd. I Quincy [ Cinema [ 
l l  I"11 ~ ~ , . a n  I~on.~y. IChrintmas I n [ I i5 [Caufield, [Cont'd. (~ont-'d. [Sll"owc~se [ 
r n a m ~ v ~ ,  ~-on.~:a. [Eve [ i [ • 30 [U.S.A.' [Beyond I Cont'd. ['Hedda' ] 
JL  U ~ ~  I ~on~:o. I Cont'd. I i Y ~ Cont'd. Reason Cont'd. ICont,d. I 
~ ' a ~ ; o n t ' ( L  Cont'd . . . .  - -  • ~ CTV 
& JL  ~ ~  Hour ~3nn~,,dd: . . • l '0 I Tonight IN i~t  [News Hour [coni'd: I 
• m. ~m. ,~ Cont'd. Contd. OfAssisi. r i La~ov ie  J 
liiglIIlillllgiilllllllIllIillllllgilllllliillliiiiii IillllilIIIIilliliilililillililillililllllllllllliillli 
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6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Avenue 636-6676 
Store Hours.-T .,$,-Sat.ue 9 a.m.-5.Se p,m. 
FrMay 9 a,m.-9 p.m, 
! 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Avenue 635-6676 
Store Hours: Tues.-Sat, 9a,m,-B:SOp.m. 
Friday 9a,m.-Op,m. 
t 
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• Today's furniture zhoppers consider many other factors when 
buying furniture other than color or fabric. Furniture 
construction, fabric wearability and design are key considerations. 
I~ith Tril l ium Award winners, "these factors are guaranteed. 
0CT78 
TIME To INSULATE... CertainTeed fiber glass insulation isnoncombushble, noncorrostve and long-lasting It can be 
placed over existing insulation, asis shown here, or installed in unlnsulated athcs or stdewalls to ach=eve substantra; 
savings in heating and coohng costs.~ 
NEED ATTIC INSULATION? 
DO IT YOURSELF, SAFELY! 
Record numbersofhome- haust fan motors and other 
owners are overcoming the heat-producing objects are 
high cost of home heating by. encountered, simply cut the 
insulation to fit around 
them. In the case of loose- 
fill insulation, separate the 
fill from the fixtures by 
means of barriers. 
5. Use proper tools. A 
sharp knife with sheath and 
straight edge permit safe, 
accurate cutting without 
waste. When not using the 
knife, keep in the sheath. AI- 
so handy is a long-handled 
rake or broom which can be 
used to push insulation un- 
der walkways and hack un- 
der the eaves where head- 
room is limited. 
Be not weary in well 
doing. 
--:11 Thessah)nians 3:13 
May life not he destitute 
of its Indian summer. 
--tlenry David Thoreau 
insulating their attics. How- 
ever, when undertaking this 
simple home improvement, 
do-it-yourselfcrs hould re- 
call that most accidents hap- 
pen in the home. To insure a 
safe, efficient and trouble- 
free job, insulation experts 
at the CertainTced Home 
Institute offer these sugges- 
tions: • . 
Decorating Idea: 
Wondering what to do 
about hat long, dreary hall- 
way in your home? Why not 
turn it into a family picture 
gallery? 
Dig into your family al- 
bum for some old, treas- 
ured photos, have them at- 
tractively framed along with 
some more current snap- 
shots for an interesting, dec- 
orative gallery. 
Go th) ~a). cat th) bread 
~ ith jo.~. and drillk th) a ine 
(~itff a merr) '~h2a':i't: forO.od 
no~ accepteth th) i~ork~. 
--L-ccle.~ia~te.~ 9:" 
~alely Suggestions 
Fall means you'll he us- 
ing lights and uppliances 
with increasing frequency. 
so make certain )our home's 
x~iring system is able to han- 
dle the extra load. 
This is also the time to 
check on outdoor lighting 
equipnlent, o ensure weath- 
erproof operation. 
The approaching ~inter 
sc~.lson iS the most danger- 
ous ~hen it conies to home 
lires, so take precautions b) 
installing a smoke detector 
and providing emergent) es- 
cape procedures for the 
~hole family. 
Make sure all dead limbs~ 
are relnoved t'roln nearh) 
trees, in preparation I\~r 
storms to come. 
l. Provide good lighting. 
Attics are full of little 
hazards which could be- 
come more dangerous in 
dim lighting. These include 
protruding nails, uneven 
k~ ell'. ~,olne people talk of 
nloralil.~, lind ~.Ollle of re- 
ligion, but gi~c me aqittlc 
snug propert.~. 
--Maria i.dge~ orth 
w iBIlUlm 'm" aa iiiiili" nnu ' ru J  - - . . . . . .  - WIGHTMAN & SMITH • flooring and low ceilings. 
Adequate lighting can pre- " 
dude a false step or mis- 
placed hand. 
2. Wear gloves. 'Most 
retrofitting is done in older 
h°meswherethej°ists'nd I~ ~ ~  (,~ ~ _ m :
. trusses are often badly O 
splintered. However, the ,~ ~ ~i~ ~ : 
risk of splinters exists'in : :  
newer homes as well. A -- 
heavy pair of gloves pro - :  
tects against minor hand in- : 
o . i , . ,  : : 
entirely unfloored. Since the ~ : 
ceiling will not support the : ~ ~ ~" ' 
weight of even a sl ightly: 
bbilt person, the homeown- , ~  ~/~,~, ,  ~ , ,  ' : 
er should span several joists : 
or boards. This provides a 
stable work platform which : • 
can easily be shifted from 
location to location. 
4. Be fire.consciott~'. Treat 
electrical wiring with care. 
Never pull or twist wires to 
make room for insulation. 
When lighting fixtures, ex- 
• ) , • • 
• a~_..Ji .,.,)- ' i l t . ,  , '  " • ; ;c k, ,A 
nmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm= 
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Light Up the Walls! 
Newest Foil Walicoverings 
Bring Glow to Hearth, Home 
Once upon"a time, in the 
so:Called dark ages before 
electricity, people lighted 
their homes - -  with flame. 
Oil lamps bathed tables in a 
warm glow, fires danced in 
the hearth, candles gleamed 
extra brightly in polished 
sconces on the walls. 
Today, with the power of 
hundreds of candles at our 
fingertips, we still love the 
idea of glow - -  the ro- 
mance and warmth of shim- 
mery, soft light and shadow. 
So, we celebrate this 
love with candlelight din- 
ners and open fires. But, we 
can do much more. We can 
borrow a trick from those 
bygone days and put a per- 
manent glow on our walls. 
In those days. people made 
lavish use of wallcoverings, 
including many styles en- 
riched with gold leaf. Archi- 
tects and designers would 
specify these wallcoverings 
in order to enhance the glow 
of lamps, and reflect it back 
and forth across the room. 
Today, we have a wealth 
of foil wallcoverings that of- 
fer decorating possibilities 
never dreamed of. There are 
shin)' silver or gold-pattern- 
ed wallcoverings that are to- 
tally modern in feeling, the 
counterparts to chrome and 
glass. But there are also foil 
wallcoverings that are as 
warm and romantic as yes- 
terday. 
These arc the under- 
.i~ haplO' holida)'s~..~wc think of our dear.patrons 
, who ~have'~'l.~it~tt"tiTthroutzhoilt he )'ear. H~;'e 
the happiest of holidays. 
McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE 
SERVICES LTD. 
A.J. MoOoll - Notary Public 
3239A Kalum 
635-6131 
stated foils - -  and the)'re 
really one of the ne~e.st of 
decorating materials. In- 
stead of the mirror-bright 
shine of silver or gold, they 
offer the soft gleam of pew. 
ter or brass --  perfect"foils" 
to the soft decorating-style 
we love today. 
Spotlighting the new ira. 
portance of foils is the fact 
that the makers of WalI-Tex 
wallcoverings have just de- 
voted a whole collection to 
them. They're all done in 
fabric-backed vin)l, so the)" 
need no special installation 
--  the) go up as easily as 
an)' WalI-Tex wallcovering. 
The new "Metallics'" col- 
lection covers the full spec- 
trum of shine from muted to 
bright. Along with the 
smooth pewters are other 
richly embo.~ed esigns. 
with textures that soften the 
shine but leave the glow -- 
plus a group that offers the 
pure. un-muted shine of sil- 
ver. gold or copper. 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 635.6143 
Lots of cjood wishes for the holiday 
season. May you have a happy holiday 
with friends and family. 
Christmas 
Greetings 
from Management & Staff 
EVENING 
PHONES 
IOHN CURRIE - 635-5865 BERT LJUNGH - 635-5754 
3OB SHERIDAN - 635-2664 RUSTY LJUNGH 635.5754 
DWAIN McCOLL . 635-2976 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V86 IV5 635-4971 
Country selling, S acres on A Bargainl Just S46,000.00 Country l iving. Four Older family home with 
Old Remo Rd. 3 year old will buy this well kept 3 bedrooms, two bathrooms, fireplace. Rental cottage 
home. S bedrooms, large bedroom split level home. full basement. Out. on large lot. Close to 
dining and living room, 2 Close to schools and buildings for storage and schools and town. Phone 
fireplaces, 21/~ bathrooms, shopping. Phone Chrlstel poultry. Asking $a9,500.00. Judy. 
Ideal large family home. or Horst. Call Kelly. 
Large building lot in quiet 
Asking 566,000.00. Call Split-level 1260 sq. ft. 3 Furnished mobile home on section of Terrace. Cedar 
Horst or Christel. M.L.S. bedroom home, flreplacein well maintained land- Crescent area. Phone Jud, 
Desirable 3 bedroom living room. Private scapad lot in Copperside. for information. 
family home on 4800 block location, large lot, fruit 520,000.00 price includes 
Straume. Fenced and treed trees, good garden soil. garage and storage shed. 
backyard .  Ask ing  Asking $55,500.00. Call PhoneMuriel. We lust listed seven new 
• homes for sale. Each Chr,slel or Horst 
557,000.00. Phone Horst or " 17 acres of land for featuring two furnaces, 
Chrlstel. Uplands area. 3 bedroom residential development, natural  gas and wood. 
One bedroom starter home home, large family kit- Close to town, schools and Prices ranging from 
in popular location, chen, fireplace in living services. For more in. $59,500.00to$66,000.00. Call 
Fireplace, good size lot. room and partly finished formation on this at. Hurst or Christel. 
Priced at $20,500.00. Phone rec room. Good value for tractive property call 
L Murie h only ,%$00.00. Call Horst Judy. 1600 sq. ft. 4 bedroom 
or Christel New 1296 sq. ft. split level " A most attractive well bungalow on ap. 
lust north of town Uplands area. Three looked after "home at proximately 2 acres. 
available. Fireplace, 3 bedrooms,  f rank l in  Coppers ide .  We l l  Oouble garage plus large 
large bedrooms. Good fireplace, fenced lot with established garden area, workshop•  Ask ing  
value for 854,000.00. Phone poultry area. Asking on a quiet street. Judy has $56,000.00 -- Call Horst or 
Muriel. $33,500.00. Call Kelly. the details. Christel. 
Gall & Inquire at our Office about Florida Properties 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  . 635-5397 KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616 
MURIELNEAL .E  -635-2944 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  - 635.5397 
JUDITH JEPHSON - 638-1652 ZENA FRANCIS  - 635.3913 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 635.5691 
I I 
Preferred Realty World Clients May Receive a 10 Percent Discount on a Budget Truck 
Renta I 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertions $1.50 per insertion, 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion cbPrged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion, 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
54, ~ BUSINESS 
PROPERTYrl 
SUBSCRIPTION Skeena Ileelth Unit 
RATES 3215-2 Eby Street 
Effective Terrace, B.C. 
October I, 1978 635-6307 
Single Copy 20c The following are a few of 
ByCarrier mth3.00 the services offered locally 
ByCarrier year33.00 by your Health Unit Staff: 
ByMail 3 ruth 15.00 CHILD HEALTH CON- 
By/,~.~tl 6 ruth 20.00 FERENCES: 
Bybfed year45.00, Held weekly at the Health 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
British Commonwealth and for an appointment, 
Held at" the Thornhill 
UnitedStatosofAmerinaone Recreation Centre on the 
year 55.00 
fourth Friday of every 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C.  month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
V8G2M9 Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
HOME DELIVERY Babysitters who bring 
Terrace & District children must have parents 
Thornidil&District written consent for im- 
Phone 635-6357 munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
The Skeena Health Unit 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
will be closed Dec. 21, 1978 to 
Jan. 1, 1979. The Clinic will 
re.open Jan. 2, 1979. (nc4. 
29D) 
Winners of the Christmas 
Raffle sponsored by the 
Terrace Day Care Center: 
1st Price - Pearl Onsteln . 
Food hamper from Co-op. 
2nd Price. Bob Bell - Food 
hamper from Overwallea 
3rd Prhe - Dinner for 2 
Terrace Hotel 
4th Price. Betty Ann Sayer. 
Dark room starter kit from 
Sight & Sound. 
5th Pr ize.  Karlene Clark . 
Blanket from Fields 
6th Prize - P. Osiertag . 
Plant from Grace Fell 
Florists 
7th Prize- B. Meier - Plant 
from Central Flowers 
Pre-sehocl teachers needed 
for the Child Minding Centre. 
Phone 638-8211. (c2-22D) 
HELP WANTED 
A Manager is required for 
Snow Valley Savings Credit 
Union. This position will be 
of interest to a qualified 
person with experience in 
Credit Unions or other 
f inanc ia l  ins t i tu t ions  
Knowledge in accounting, 
lending and supervision are 
a pro-requisite, 
The position offered is 
permanent and carries a 
generous fringe benefit 
package.. Salary is 
negotiable. 
Please send resume to R. 
Leibaeh, President, 40 55, PROPERTY 
FOR SALE CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: Rates available upon 
requesL 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line, 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion, 
LEGAL. POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 mouth basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
TIONS: * 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$1O.O0 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance, 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5150 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church, 
Hall, 4907 Lazeile Avenue. 
Do You Feel You Have A 
Drinking Problem? There is 
help 
Avaliablel 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
19'HELP WANTED 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeeua Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
• Day care for working 
people. 
• Drop-in for companionship 
and coffee. 
Mouday thru Friday 84. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
¢I~2265. 
H0 S 
FOR S A-I [ 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6: 3~ 
p.m. - -Un i ted  Church 
basement, Kitimat. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8388 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to'. 
determine page loeatlnu. 
The 'Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit classify 
or rejoct any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
ins!ructiom not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received, 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. Auxiliary would like to take 
Terrace area only. this opportunity to thank the 
,i above: businesses for HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held ~ ~natlno the prizes and Io 
8th Prize- N. Morrison. Set Gannet Crescent, Kitimat, 
of glasses from Recall B.C. (a10-22D) 
Drugs. 
9th Pr ize-C.  WIIklnson- 3 33. FOR SALE/ 
Boxes chocolates from 
Shoppers Drug Mart. M I S C, 
10th Prize - Joe Mondue - 3 . . . . . . .  
Boxes chocolates from Girl Gu:de cookies for sale. 
Shoppers Drug Mart. Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
The Terrace Day Care 3260. 635-3294. (nc-ffn) 
~oth ipd  Mnndnu nf  a , ,ap~ ~ exRTess our appreciation lo 
~'~'~" ~eve~on~..~_';"~; all the people who purchased 
• v£ , . . .~ | |  t¢14 t 
vis i - -  he-- i  . . . . . . . .  ,_~:-.-tlckets. $402.50 was raised 
UZl ,  t in-  U IS  ~UI t -¢U l l lU~ 
dane Please .h,.,,, fo," o,-- which goes toward the 
' *" . . . . . . . . .  V -~rchase  of the new puintment. 
PRENATAL BHEATI[ING,~. building, (nc1-22D) 
& RELAXING EXERCISES . i t  ~e Terrace Day Care 
Held every Monday af- Auxiliary will be holding a 
to send originals of teraoon at 1.2 p.m. .~BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at documents o avoid loss. V.D. CLINIC 
Al l  einimk of errors i~i~!eld eve~ Monday at 3:30 the Terrace Co-op, 
advertisements must be or by appointment. December 22 from 5 p.m. 9 
P.M. All of our friends who received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shah be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
ur place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys ete. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on' 
Saturdays between II a.m, 
and 3 p.m, Thank you. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 032-4802 anytime, 
Room 233, Nechnko Centre, 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit.' 
For more information phone' 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
locking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded' 
wood products we could use' 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8 a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635-45o3 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street, They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems, 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Gring Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral frem family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. ~ 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No, 205-4621 Lazeile 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eHgihle for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9190. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
PUBLIC SKATING TIMES 
, From Dec. 18. Jan. 1 
Dec. 18, 1978 - 7:30 - 9 p,m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 19,1978 •3:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
Public Skate, 6 . 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 20, 1978 . 4 . 6 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 21, 1978.4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 22, 1978 - 3 - 5 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 23,1978.7:15 -9:15 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 24, 1978 • 11:30 a.m. - 
1:30 p.m. Pomlly Skate. 
1:45. 5 p.m. Public Skate" 
De(:. 25, 1970, Dec. 26, 1978 - 
C LOS E D 
Dec. 30,1978- 2:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 31, 1978 • 12 • 2 p.m. 
Family Skate 
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. Public Skate 
Jan. 1, 1979. CLOSED 
PUBLIC SWIMMING 
SCHEDULE 
Effective December 111, 197e 
Dec. 18, 1978. 12. 1 Noon 
Hour 5wire. 3 . 5 Public 
Swim. 6- 7:30 Public Swim. 
7:30 - 9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 19, 197g • 3 • 5 Public 
Swim. 5- 7 Family Swim. 7. 
9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
Dec. 20, 1978 -3  5 Public 
Swim. 6.7:30 'Public Swim. 
7:30.9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 21, 1978 . 3 - 5 Public 
Swim. 5- 7 Family Swim. 7 - 
9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
. DeC. 22, 1978-.3 S Public 
Swim. 6.7:30 Public Swim. 
7:30.9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 23, 1978 • 2 5 Public 
Swim. 6 • 7:30 Adult Swim. 
7:30.9 Adult-Teen Swim. 
Dec. 24, 1978. 12 3 Public 
Swim. 3.4:30 Family Swim. 
Dec. 25, 1978 • January. - -  
Pool wll lbe closed until Jan. 
5, 1979 for maintenance, 
opening again on Jan. 6, 1979. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Thrift Shopwill close on Dec. 
10and re.open on Sat• Jan. 6, 
1979. Thank you for your 
support. We look forward to 
servincj you again In the New 
Year. (nc3-22D) 
wish to donate any crafts or. 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (ne30- 
22d) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone a~.IS~ 
(aj4 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931Queensway Dr. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wen Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
Rouse wiring. 
63,~5870 
(eft) 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - -  Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m, Moo. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5839 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber Shop 
Now Open Fridays HI eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
CARETAKER for isolated 
ranch. Call 620-9948 for in- 
formation. (st/) 
Working foreman with good 
knowledge In cedar wanted 
Immediately tot Fraser 
Valley Sawmill. Approx. 40 
miles from Vancouver. 
Experienced In handling 
crew. Phone 462.911,1. (cl0- 
5Ja ) 
For Sale: Triple axles from 
mobile home, with wheels. 
Phone 635-5078 evenings. 
(p3-27D) 
Hay for Sale. Phone 635-7878. 
(es-20D) 
Babysitting available for 
New Year's Eve in my home. 
For further information 
)hone 635.3187. (p5-20D) 
i I 
WINGS DISCO 
We cater fo dances 
banquets, parties. Foi 
more information phone 
635.2312 
Karl Motz 
(ps.28D) 
L 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (ttn.sff) 
NEEDSOME 
EXTRAMONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH foi 
your old furniture 
household Items, guns, etc 
Just phone 
638.1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(affnw.f) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units,  
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non-drinkers only. Phone 
635-6611. (ctf-f) 
I i i  I 
K EYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments• 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
Full time manager In 
residence. 
635.5224 
(df-f) 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS. 
International manufacturer' 
needs dependable person to 
contact Terrace-Kitimat on finished basement. In 
area protected accounts, We secluded corner of town, 
train. No investmanL Write Cathedral entrance, at. 
L.B. Crawford, Box 247, Sta: 
U, Toronto. Ont. M8Z 8PI. 
(a4-18,19,21.92D) 
G.M, Dealership requires 
journeymen mechanics and 
sheet metal man. Apply Mr. 
Smith, Box 190, Smithers, 
B.C. (cS-Z2D) 
TASTE FULLYTINIsHED 
S BEDROOM 
HOME 
tached Insulated garage, two 
brick fireplaces, fenced and 
landscaped. 635.3340. (pS. 
28D) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price 145,000. 
Phone 6354453. (eft-re,f) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-357S or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
I, 1978. (eft 
WAREHOUSE and retail 
space available on new 
bypass. Yomo Management, 
phone 638-1166. (ctfn-15D) 
For Rent: The former Jon & 
Jan suite. 1000 sq. ft. 4623 
Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-2,552. 
(effn-D7) 
LOTS FOR SALE • 
Large lots on Sencie snd 
Munroe. Phone 964-4424, 
(cffn.27N) 
PRIME LOT - -  Thornhill 
District. Well and septic 
system, $10,050. Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeili, B,C. 
V0N 2R0. (F) 
DISSOLUTION OF 
PARTNERSHIP 
causes ale of fifty-two pad 
trailer court in Kitimat. All 
modern sen~ieen with good 
managemen~.~hows eX- 
cellent returi~ ,on asking 
price of $205,000. Some 
terms. For more details end 
operating statement reply to 
Box U89, Terrace Herald. 
(c3.15,22,20D) 
1975 Corvette Stingray. 635- 
2859. (Cl-22D) i 
1976 Dodge' Dart. Slant six, 
mint condition. 21,000 
original miles. $3,500 or best 
• offer. Phone 635.9390. (pS. 
22D) 
1974 FORD ½ ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4. (c-th,F) 
1978 Subaru Brat 4x4. 
Standard 4 sp. trans. Air 
conditioning, radio, lS,000 kl. 
Silver metallic paint. $5,800. 
Phone 635-2048. (c8- 
12,13,14,15,10,20,21,22) 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as 
$100.00 down.  O.A.C. 
Set up  and 
de l ivered ,  t rades  
we lcome.  
Phone co l lec t  
591-5105 
(c t f )  
BUYINB'/SELLINg'/ 
USE 
HERALD 
OLASBIFIEDS 
' i 
,..ontoTend.., J : , t ,  toTend-J 
Sealed Tenders, marked sled Tenders, a rk  
Janitorial Services for 
Ministry of Highways, Janitorial Services, for 
Kitwangn Valley Road, Ministry of Highways, Main 
Kitwangn, B.C. will be Building Highways Yard, 
receivedup to3:00 p.m. local Bob Qninn Lake, B.C. V40782 
time the lath day of January will be received up to 3:00 
1979, and those available at p.m. local time the lith day 
that time win be opened in of January 1979, and those 
public at available at that time will be 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 11{7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 2nd day of January 1979. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly marked 
opened in public at 
British Columbia Building 
Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, ~ 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IK7 
OR 
Government Agent, 
P.O. Box 127, 
Stewart, B.C. 
Tendering documents may 
envelopes, be obtained at the ab  . 
The lowest Or any Tender address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 2tat day of December will not necessarily be nc- 1978. 
copied. 
NOTE: Tenders may also Tenders must be filed on 
be obtained from Mr. Ron the forms provided, in 
Kirk of Ministry of High- sealed, clearly marked 
ways, Kitwanga, B.C. (a2- envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 21,22D) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 
days or 585-1603 evenings. 
(F) 
Incorporate! $70.00 plus 
filing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised in- 
corporation over the phone 
fast! Call Self Counsel 
Services tell free, 112-800- 
683-3007, Chargex and 
Mastercharge accepted. 
(eft-F) .... 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2-22D) 
USE 
Special sld'rates at Capri 
Motel 
m.53 per couple nightly 
$20.oo per twin unit nightly. 
Effectiveuntil 
January 8,1978 
CAPRI MOTEL 
Box 3418 
Smithers 
8474226 
(c5-27D) 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are  now ava i lab le  in our  love ly  14 w ide  
and doub lewide  mob i le  homes.  You  choose 
your decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense pa id  fa re  Vancouver .  re turn .  For  
f ree  c red i t  check and approva l  p leasephone 
col lect .  
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd .  
936-644"/ (fin) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12.h... on,, §.2§ 
THE DAILY HERALO 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
NOTIOE 
Duo to the extreme sold weather, it would be advisable 
for residents usually affooted with frozen water linen to 
run their sold water taps to prevent their water liner 
from freezing, Let the water run from the tap with a 
flow about the size of o penoil. 
Oistriot of Torrsoe 
t 
I 
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"~i" MONTREAL (CP) - -  some pressure from the "The film board has never 
James• Domville, the federa l  government  made partisan films or 
.,prominent' heatre per- ,'although there has neve'r political propaganda films." 
souafity named this week as been direct government said Domville, a co.founder 
dt l~man of. the National interference, o f  Montreal's National 
FUm Board, says the board Theatre School in 1960. 
will not be "simply a mouth. "If there ever was such The bilingual Domville 
piece for the government in interference, it would be said he does not think the 
power." resisted completely. The question of government 
. . . . . . .  film board is under pressure pressure is an issue. "When 
:D0mville, 45, said' in an from everybody, including I'm asked whether we will 
"interview Tharsday that past MPs, but nobody ever has refuse to make propaganda 
administrators of the film used the clout of the federal films, it's a,bit like asking 
board have experienced government." whether somebody has 
New NFB head vows independence 
IviSHAR T SPENCE 
A Canadian legend 
tributions to conferences of
judges when opinions dif. 
fered on the law were out- 
standing. 
Among Mr. Justice 
Spence's contributions to 
Canadian law was his 
judgment finding that hotel 
and bar keepers have a 
responsibility to their 
clients. Taverns couldn't 
serve a customer too many 
drinks and see him off into 
the night without sharing a 
responsibility o see that he 
got home safely. 
But Mr. Justice Spence's 
readiness to side with the 
chief justice on social issues 
led to his being tagged as "a 
small.l" liberal. 
George Fiulayson, 
representing the Law 
Society of Upper Canada, 
said he doesn't believe in 
applying labels to judges. 
But he considered Mr. 
Justice Spance a "smalloc" 
conservative. 
The justice's consistent 
rulings upholding the rights 
of the citizen and against 
undue interference from the 
state marked him a con- 
servative inthe old tradition, 
the Toronto lawyer said. 
Justice Minister Marc La. 
londe called Spenee- "an 
ardent qdestioner of coun- 
sel" and a jurist with an open 
mind. 
Lalonde, among others,, 
praised him for his skills as a 
trial judge in the 1950s and 
noted that he was seldom 
overruled. 
But his activities away 
from the bench also brought 
him to public attention. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Mr. 
Justice Wishart Spence left 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada bench Thursday 
after displaying two of his 
better-known traits--a sense 
of humor and Siding with 
Chief Justice Bora Laskin in 
a dissenting judgment. 
He was honored by the 
chief justice and prominent 
members of the bar at a brief 
ceremony in the court 
chambers for more than 29 
years of service, the last 15 
of them as a high court 
judge. 
"It's a long time to clutter 
the bench," said Mr. Justice 
Spenee. 
"But I am happy to have 
had the opportunity o serve 
Canada." 
In the last batch of 
judgments brought down by 
the court before its Chrlst- 
mes recess, the chief justice 
and Mr. Justice Spence 
disagreed with the rest of the 
court in finding that Quebec 
labor laws and not federal 
laws were in force on a 
runway construction project 
at Mirabel international 
airport. 
Chief Justice Laskin 
praised him" for his mastery 
of the facts (in a ease), 
legendary in itself." 
The chief justice said his 
most telling contribution to 
the court was in criminal law 
which makes up 25 per cent 
of the court's docket. 
In his nine years on the 
court, Chief Justice Laakin 
said he couldn't recall Mr. 
Justice Spence missing a 
court sitting. And his con- 
Tradl:ilon end 
OTTAWA (CP) - - In  a private practice with a 
sharp break from tradition, Victoria law firm before his 
Mr. Justice William Rogers appointment to the B.C. 
Mclntyre of the British bench, 
Columbia Court of Appeal 
was named Thursday to the . 
Supreme Court of Canada, ~ • • 
replacing an Ontario judge. ~l l ) l~( [ :~( [~]~J  [
Mr. Justice Wishart ~ . t~ . . . . .  
benefit 
paid 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
British Columbia govern- 
ment will pay a special 
benefit of $8 a child a month 
during the first three months 
of 1979 to offset a reduction i  
the federal family allowance 
payments, Human 
Resources Minister Grace 
McCarthy said today. 
Mrs. McCarthy said this 
special payment will cost a 
total of $1.2 million for the 
30,000 families currently on 
welfare. 
The minister said the 
special grant is to help 
families through the difficult 
winter months until they 
receive the a federal tax 
credit payment of $200 per 
child, expected in the spring. 
Mrs. McCarthy said new 
welfare rates will not be 
announced until February. 
Spence is to step down as a 
court member Dec. 29. He 
was one of three Ontario 
judges, a tradition almost as 
old as the court itself. 
By law, Quebec has three 
members on the court. 
Ontario also had three, by 
tradition. The Atlantic 
region has had one judge and 
Western Canada two, also by 
tradition. 
Constitutional changes 
proposed by the Trudeau 
government would enlarge 
the present nine-man court 
to 11 and make a place on it 
for British Columbia. 
These proposed changes 
have been referred to the 
Supreme Court by  the 
federal government--asking 
the court whether Ottawa 
has the power to change the 
court makeup without the 
consent of the provinces. 
Mr. Justice Mclntyre, 60, 
has been a member of the 
• B.C. appeal court since 1973. 
Admitted to the bars of 
Saskatchewan and British 
Columbia in 1947, he was in 
| ISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
Advisory Reoroation 
Gommision Appointments 
Court insiders praised him 
for his role as peace-maker 
after Chief Justice Leakin 
was vaulted over more 
senior judges to become 
chief justice of the court. 
And he was front.page 
news when he agreed to take 
on the Gerda Munsinger spy 
and sex scandal. 
His commission in- 
vestigated John Diefen- 
baker's handling o f  the 
German women's relations 
with prominent members of 
his government. 
The political overtones of 
the commission appears to 
have led to a policy of never 
again appointing a Supreme 
Court judge to head such a 
commission. 
Mr. Justice Spence also 
was chairman of the Royal 
Commission on Coasting 
Trade in 1955 and served 
with the Wartime Prices and 
Trade Board during the 
;econd World War. 
The District of Terrace would appreciate r~elving 
an indication from persons Interested In serving on the 
Terrace Advisory Recreation Commission. 
The Advisory Recreation Commission i~ a voluntary 
Council appointed agency, whose function is to advise 
the Recreation Committee of Council, on such matters 
concerning the broad spectrum of Recreation as may 
from time to time be referred to the Advlso;y 
Recreation Commission by Council. In some areas, the 
Advisory Recreation Commission may, on their own 
intlative, make suggestions for the betterment of 
Recreation within the District, to the Recreation 
Committee of Council. 
Vacancies to be tilled on the Advisory Recreation 
Commission include four positions to be appointed 
from qualifted electors of the District of Terrace (three 
two year terms and one one year term) end one 
position to he appointed from qualified electors of the 
Kinmat-Stlkine Regional District Electoral area "E". 
All interested persons are requested to contact Mr. 
Bob Hallsor, Clerk.Administrator, District of Terrace, 
either personally at the Municipal office or by 
telephoning 435.4311. 
(a2.Z2,29D) 
stopped beating his wife," he 
said. 
Domville defended the 
series of 100 educational film 
shorts, 50 in English and 50 in 
French, made under a 
federal grant'"to fester and" 
maintain national unity." 
The films, each up to five 
minutes long, are to be 
shown on television soon, he 
said. 
"This is within the man- 
date of the film board to 
interpret Canada to 
Canadians. It was a case of 
awkward public relations-- 
not on our part by the way~ 
which made it look like the 
federal govern/nent was 
forcing us to do something, 
when in actual fact we origi- 
nsted the idea." 
He said earlier this week 
that "we do not intend to 
promote a political party," 
when it was announced that 
he was replacing Andre 
Lamy as film board chair- 
man and government film 
commissioner on Jan.8. 
Lamy becomes CBC vice- 
president responsible for 
audience relations. 
The departure of [,amy 
from the board had nothing 
to do with the recent budget 
cutbacks "because he had 
made the decision before he 
knew about he cuts. 
"It doesn't mean be was 
happy about he cuts. We're 
all extremely unhappy," 
Domvil le, executive 
producer of Why Rock the 
Boat, a feature film by the 
hoard' about a young 
reporter who joins a Mon- 
treal newspaper in the 1940s, 
said he wants to return to 
making films one day. 
The board was one df the 
victims of the recent federal 
budget cuts. Its 1979-80 
budget is $5.7 million less 
than the $34 million for this 
fiscal year. 
Budget cutbacks mean 
that about 80 jobs will be 
eliminated, Domville said. 
But with attrition and 
retirement, he said he hopes 
that not more than 30 people 
will be laid off, all of them in 
administrative jobs. " 
"There are no useless jobs 
being cut, we will just have 
to get by somehow, Some 
services just won't exist 
anymore." 
Taking into account cost 
increases, the cut means the 
board has lost $8 million 
worth of purchasing power 
for next year compared with 
this year, he said. 
Outside work given to 
independent film houses 
"will suffer in the same 
proportion," said Domville, 
adding that the last few 
years have been relatively 
good in terms of outside 
work for these film houseS. 
Representatives of the 
Canadian Film and 
Television Association said 
last week that the board's 
plans t.o cut back on outside 
contracting would hurt the 
country's independent film 
industry. 
The board, which placed 
$2.9 million worth of work 
with outside firms in 1977-78, 
said earlier that the budget 
cuts would force it to do 
more production work itself. 
"The place for the in- 
dependent film houses to 
attack is the oVer-all 
government cutbacks," 
Domville said Thursday. 
Asked whe~er the govern- 
ment had madea mistake in 
cutting the board's budget so 
extensively, he said that the 
government "gives in- 
sufficient priority to the arts 
and the cultural ife of the 
country which is the first line 
of defence for Canadian 
identity." 
The cutbacks are forcing 
the board to close its 
distribution office in Tokyo 
and it will close in one year 
its office in Sydney, 
Australia. 
"We also will be making 
fewer films for government 
departments because these 
departments have their own 
budget cuts and they will re- 
duce their audio-visual 
spending. There will also be 
missed opportunities for 
young freelance filmmakers. 
"We hope there will not he 
a cut in production and that 
next year we will produce 
the same number of films as 
this year but to do this we 
will have to he extremely 
imaginative." 
Domville graduated in law 
from McGill University and 
found time to produce a 
musical satire called My Fur 
Lady which toured the 
country for two years 
beginning in 1956. By the 
time the show closed, he had 
become attached to the life 
of the theatre. 
He later was executive 
director of Montreal's 
Theatre du Nouveau Monde 
from 1968 to 1972 when he 
joined the film board. He 
was the f i lm beard's  
executive producer of drama 
from 1974 to 1975 and became 
deputy government  f i lm 
commissioner for the f i lm 
hoard in 1975. 
lie was a theatre con- 
sultant o the architects for 
the National Arts Centre in 
Ottawa nd was chairman of 
the Canada Council's ad- 
visory arts panel from 1969 
to 1972. 
NOTIGE 
OFF ICE  HOURS: .  
During the Christmas- New Year  holiday season, the offices of the 
District of Terrace wil l ,  in addition to the normal weekend closing 
dales, be closed on the following days: 
Monday. ,  December  25, 1978 
Tuesday ,  December  26, 1~78 
Monday ,  January  1, 1979 
THERE WILL  NOT BE GARBAGE P iCK  UPON THOSE DAYS.  
Garbage collection for those days wil l  be as fallows: 
REGULAR P ICKUP WILL  BE P ICKED UP  
December  2$, 1978 Fr iday ,  December  22, 1978 
December  26, 1978 Wednesday ,  December  27, 1978 
January  1, 1979 Tuesday ,  January  2, 1979 
Publ ic  Works  Emergency  Te lephone No.:  
638.8188 
(a2-22,29 D) D is t r i c t  of Ter race  
Here's another great idea for "last minute" gift shopper, from 
& 
Prices Effective 'till Saturday, December 23rd • While Quantities Last 
We reserve the right to limit Quantities \ 
 food, . . . . . .  
machnne . . . .  
You don t have to be a gourmet cook to appreciate a Canadian General Electric ' i  ooo  roo.s or." oo , oroo,,oe oo , , roe ,  ,a,, ,o • ' 
ove with this magical machine. Prepare your favorite dishes. It grates cole s law. . :  ii;i:!i:;! ~ .  
and even makes peanut butter. Grind your own hamburger meat. S ce fresh ~:'.~.i:./~/~ . .i:~ 
apples for home-made apple pie. A hundred ways to save time and money. The ~ i i  
food machine makes life in the kitchen easy and fun too! 'Regd T.M. ~ i~'i~iil I::" 
PRESENTING THE MAGICAL 
G.E. FOOD MACHINE. " 
IT SLICES, CHOPS, SHREDS, 
GRATES AND MIXES YEAST " 
BREAD DOUGH. A SUPER FAST . " 
WORK SAVER. AT THIS 
PRICE, IT'S A MUST! 
,Easy to take apart. Lightweight. 
i: •' :il ¸¸~! 
.::.6 
! ii! ili'i i •!i i. il ! ii 
• 
/'! ~! 
• .:.. :', ~. • 
Extra Tall Food Chute for safe 
feeding into cutter plus Food 
Guide directs food through 
chute. 
Powerful Motor Orlve easdy 
handles heavy loads and =s 
permanently lubricated. 
Cover Interlock System pro. 
vents motor operation d In. 
cmrectly assembled 
Oual Pushbutlon Control of 
super fast processing wdh 
"stayS.on" switch for con. 
tIflUOUS operatmn. "Pulse. 
on" sW0tch for momentary 
on/off opersUon 
Stalniess Steel Kmfe Blades 
chop and grind vegetables- 
crumble, grate, m~x and 
blend, etc 
Two.re.one, Reverszble Shc- 
mglShreddmg D=sc 
I l l  
• / 
i / 
• ' !  
GIFT A GREAT .......... -AT THIS 
LOW ram.o,-,- PRICE! 
III 
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Page 16, The Herald, Friday, December 22, 1918 
De Abby He's the type wl~o goas around our property oulting down all the trees that are damaged or imperfectly 
formed. a r We are in our mid40s. Please print your answer, lie 
may profit from it. 
HURT IN ASHLAND, KY. 
_ DEAR IIL1RT: You are not a tree, and there Is no 
By Abigail Van Buren 
@ 1918 by ~ lCq lO  Trd~,~e.N Y N Iw I  Syna. I~; 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17-year-old girl, but I'm very 
mature for my age. I really dig this dude I'll call 
Buddy. He's a musician. My father cheokedup on him, 
and he won't let me go out with bim anymore, out t no 
anyway. 
Buddy plays drums. My father sa.ys a drummer !s n.o 
musician, that a person who plays me piano or viodn zs 
a musician, but a drum is no musical instrument so 
Buddy is no musician. Is that right? 
Also, my father found out that Buddy isn't 23 like he 
said he was. He's really 31. Another thing, he found out 
that Buddy isn't divorced like he said he was--he's only 
separated. I can't see that it makes any difference as 
long as he isn't living with his old lady. 
So I have two questions to ask. 1) Is a drummer a
musician or isn't he? 2) As long as a guy is a gen. 
t.leman, don't you think I should be allowed to go out 
with him? 
BUDDY'S CHICK 
DEAR CHICK: A drummer IS a musician. But 
Buddy appears to be a liar. And a Hat" is no gentleman. 
! vote with your father. Buddy should take his drum 
and beat it. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband has not come near me, 
even for a kiss, since my hysterectomy almost two 
years ago. My scar is nice and neat, not repulsive or 
ugly. My husband can't stand anything that's damaged 
or imperfect. 
reason to regard as "Imperfect" a woman who bears a 
scar. Your husband has a far more serious "im- 
perfection", which doesn't show. He needs professional 
help to get to the ront of it. 
DEAR ABBY: I have been a member of Parents 
Without Partners for three years, and I wish more 
people knew what this wonderful organization ]S-and 
what it IS NOTI 
First of all, it is NOT a lonely-hearts club, or a 
husband-hunting ground. Only about 10 percent of the 
members marry someone they have met in the 
organization. I have watched many men and women 
come and go, bitter and disillusioned because they 
have joined PWP to find a mate. 
I joined this group for my children. So we could go 
places and do things with others in the same boat. This 
is the goodtimt PWP does that no one ever talks about. 
They have fantastic group discussions concerning 
problems from raising children todivorce, to dating, to 
marriage. They have family outings, picnics, plays 
and camp-outs, and all the work is strictly on a 
volunteer basis. 
The purpose of this organization is to teach serious- 
minded people how to raise a family without a partner. 
And when they learn that, they are ready to look for 
one. 
I am sorry to say that ~ot many stick around long 
enough to gain all the benefits because they don't find 
another partner right away, •they leave the 
organization to hunt in other places. 
PWP has taught me how to battle loneliness, how to 
stand on my own two feet and raise a family without a 
partner in a Noah's Ark society. 
MOTHER OF FOUR 
DEAR MOTHER: Thanks for your fine • recom- 
mendation. ! have checked out thls wonderful 
organization and endorse it. 
Crosswo, d 
ACROSS 39 Before DOW~ 
1 Turkish : 41School 1 Attention. 
regiment orgs. getter 
5 lamb's sire 42 Declare 2 Zhivago 
8 Bristle 45 Russian heroine 
12 Injure unions 3 Barren 
13 Whitney or 49 Election 4 Turkish inn 
Wallach zone 5 Blushed 
14 Builder's 51 Black 6 Boxing 
need 52 Nautical champ 
15 Silkworm word 7 Courtesy 
16 Famous 53 Philippine title 
British earl peasant 8 Shows 
18 Spanish city 54 Ibsen mercy 
20 Important heroine 9 English 
in tennis 55 Scepters lift 
21 French 
summers 
23 Word with 
jacket or 
green 
24 Clear 
28 Kind of 
party 
31 Carpenter, 
for one 
32 An Asiatic 
people 
34 Edible tuber 
35 Naomi's 
chosen 
name 
37 Twists out 
of shape 
56 Hockey I0 Sometimes 
star tall 
57 Profound II Cuckoos 
Average solution time: 27 man. 
I~lTI I IC ICIEII~IAITIEI 
E_~. .O~TlO i~ l  
12-4 
17 Corded 
fabric 
19 Medical 
suffix 
22 A "shin- 
plaster" 
24 Beaver 
structure 
25 Once -- 
lifetime 
26 Accented 
27 Will-maker 
29 Behave 
30 Fuel 
33 Play the 
lead 
36 Mountain 
crests 
38 Belgian 
seaport 
40 Blunder 
42 Jewish 
month 
43 Farm 
building 
44 Josip Broz 
46 Central 
American 
tree 
47 Learning 
48 Break 
suddenly 
50 PJevator 
cage 
123 4 ~5 6 7~8 9 10 l l  
12 . ~13 ~14 
NNN"  I I NN 
238 ~ 29 30 
24 25 26 27 W 
31 32 33 34 
35 • !36 ~ 37 , 
i I I 
I 
55 . M 5 ~  '~57 I . . . .  
. CRYPTOQUIP 12-4 
XYUF NUYV UO NVKAAIA  JUA-  
JK  UO A " F 'KV  I XKAAI 'A  
Saturday's Cryptoqnip --  OUR REFINED TUTOR CANNOT 
CONDONE A PETTY PERFIDY. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: 0 equals N 
Tbe Cryptoqulp is a simple subetitutlon cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will eq,.ml O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(~)19"/8 King Featuren Syndicate. Inc. 
Horoscope 
ARW, S 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) '~"~ 
It will be difficult to obtain 
the necessary cooperation to 
proceed with a career en- 
deavor, but try anyway. Be 
diplomatic and realistic. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Disturbing developments 
related to travel, academic 
pursuits or future plans may 
interfere with concentration 
at work. Protect health. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 111 
It may be hard to decide on 
ho~v' mu'Oh "to"'spend 'thld 
holiday season. Meanwhile, if 
celebrating, watch diet and 
avoid mild health upsets. 
CANCF  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Lack of cooperation from 
others may frustrate plans, 
but moodiness on your part 
will only make com- 
munication more difficult. 
LEO 
uuly 23 to Aug. 22) 
It may be hard to keep your 
mind on work today. Don't 
complicate things further by 
getting involved in a domestic 
spat. 
vm o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may have to set a limit 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22,1978 
on expenditures for children 
and loved ones, but rest 
assured, there is enough love 
to go around. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ,ra.~ /~ 
Some family decisions made 
today may not be to your 
liking. If your heart's not in it, 
don't go shopping today. Be 
cooperative. 
SCORPIO g l~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Correspondence, travel, or 
relatives may be a source of 
concern. Try not to let inner 
frustrations affect outward 
behavior. 
SAGITrARIUS ~,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Financial dealings with 
friends may pose a problem 
today. You may find it dff. 
ficult to express what you're 
feeling inside --  which may be 
just as well. 
CAPRICORN ' ~ d  
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Career demands may 
conflict with personal plans. 
Maintain harmony on all 
fronts, but mixing business 
with pleasure is not recom- 
mended. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 90 to Feb. 18) 
What you're feeling inside 
may conflict with your own 
beliefs, principles, but this is 
not to say that your intuition is 
faulty. 
PISCES ) ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You know you should give, 
but you may not feel like 
parting with the money. 
Today you may feel that 
charity begins at home. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
difficulty in reconciling the 
practical with the idealistic 
side of your nature, but you 
can succeed in any line that 
meets with your ideals. At- 
tracted to large groups, you 
could be highly successful in 
gaining recruits for popular 
causes. Highly inventive with 
a love of beauty, you could do 
well in music, painting, 
sculpture as well as 
engineering, corporation law, 
geology, and architecture. 
You always have the public 
interest at heart and would 
make a good government head 
or public servant. Birthdate of 
Puccini, composer; Lady Bird 
Johnson, former first lady; 
and Edwin Arlington 
Robinson, poet. 
f01978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
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"Let's me. How much rent do you owe me 
Wlih 17 hotels on Boardwalk?" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........................................................... ....... r ......................................................... i-JllllJ i i  iiii111 i i i [ 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
|WI~AP THI~ UP ~,~.T~:~r ~ ~ 
IBeFORE SOMEONE ~' ! / ,  ,, ~ I 
~ , ~ ~  i?ff~'f~ 6RABBEP ME~ 
/ "~ 'v~k~'~T~ WHO,S tJP 
~f.(.~. "~_ ~f (~- . .1~ THERE ~. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
=" i l ~  - .~  HERE, CHUCKLE.R. / I HAPPENED."k '~ 'O I r~l~,H 
~'V w ,,,~'~\~'~YOU .T ST LEARNEP, IALL THE <~ _NOW .IF ~.,, / I  .-,Nil 
~ "! I OUT OF  /AWAY IN ) ~ '~ ~.H 
~I~ ~ THEM. TIME! ,~ ~ ~ • 
c o 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
m L - -  • 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
• 
• . t '  ~ , i l O ~  "m~ • . . . .  
B.C .  
• I~B~I~ I'O ~/k~ UP' A C-~AB ~A~ l ~" W~AT.~ "~ I 
By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY 
I 7H/~/5 PRE/'ff 
I St~ ~O/N~, Z, 
II _r~ NG/" 5dR~ 
I" /~-ML//~I~WAY,. [. , 
{de/.L, THE~ 
TH/NC~ TAKE 
7/ALE, K/RBY. 
/ 
I KNON, 8/JT£ t-~M..NEI.L, Z 
/gAS HOPIN6 7O .FUPPO.~ N~ 
N/Z,~ UP MY NE~ COU/.D OOIFIT 
UFES"IYl.£ /N T/ME YOU MfftI SOMe 
FOR MY ~ DATE 50RT ~: -~ORT 
FRIDAY/ ~!  PO.~'5. 
~ C 
By Gary Trudeau 
/T /#ON7 ~ A M-/O/.LY 
ReAUZE~ ur-~TY~, YoU 
UNPF-.R~/INQ -- NOT MUG/ 
MO/~ IHAN A N~ 5k-f 
OF M.4NN~IgM5 - 
AND/I'D 
I 
FOR SURE. 
ALTI.IOU~II 
ZP ~O eASy 
WITI-I 77/£ 
CON~C-r 
I 
